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ABSTRACT 

This study attempts, from a socio-historical perspective. to assess the 

contribution of Quebec's longeçt-running art periodical, to the 

discourse sunounding the visual arts in Quebec. The period under analysis, 

from 1956 to 1966, signaled the completion of Quebec's accession to social 

and cultural modemity and the events which took place during this time provide 

the context for the thesis. Areas examined include: the magazine's relationship 

to cultural policy in both Quebec and Canada; the history of the magazine; the 

content of the magazine; and the implications of the modernist aesthetic as 

viewed through Vie des Arts' perspective. The study provides a means of 

recontextualizing Vie des Arts' first decade of publication in order to examine its 

role in Quebec art history. 
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Art as a radar environment taùes on the function of indispensable perceptual training rather than 
the role of a privileged diet for th8 dite.' 

- MarshaIl McLuhan 

Introduction 

McLuhan's faith in the power of art to stabilize the course of Society in an 

increasingly technologized world was characteristic of an era in Canada w hen 

the democratization of culture was viewed as a necessity in the drive to build 

national identity. During the 1950s and 1960s, the art magazine in Canada. 

having transcended its original function as a type of arts community newsletter, 

reached out to the wider community in an effort to sensitize Canadians to 

cultural production. Post-war Canada proved to be fertile ground for the 

establishment of Canadian Art and Vie des Arts, the nation's two longest- 

ninning visual arts rnaga~ines:~ Post-war prospenty created an expanded 

readership. an emerging international art market demanded a commercial 

platforrn, and advances in printing and reproduction techniques provided the 

Maishall Mduhan. Understandina Media: The Extensions of Man (New York: The New 
American Library Inc., 1964), p. xi. 

Canadian Art first appeared in 1943 and continued publishing under that tale until 1967. when it 
became artscanada. Vie des Arts was founded in 1956 and still appears today under its original 
title. 



visual appeal needed to transfomi text-based journals into appealing 

'g lossiesn .3 

The Quebec magazine Vie des Arts was both witness and participant in 

Quebec's accession to cultural modemity during the 1950s and 1960s. Wdh the 

aid of the newly established federal grant system provided through the Canada 

Council, along with slowly but steadily growing adverîising revenues, Vie des 

Arts was able to present to a general readership an ovenriew of the visual arts 

in a modem. accessible format. By becoming an ambasador of Quebec 

culture to the Québécois, the Canadian and the international communities. Vie 

des Arts helped shape the reception of art in the public sphere. 

In its attempt to reach its audience, Vie des Arts not only espoused a modernist 

discourse which sought to promote progressive values, but through Rs format. 

modeled on the mass-circulation magazine, cultivated a late-modernist 

communication aesthetic which came to favor the pictorial over the written word. 

If we apply Baudrillard's definition of modemity-- that it is not a social. political or 

historical notion, but rather a process of opposition to tradition - we can 

understand the value of a modemist logic in the context of Quebec çociety 

Karm Memie and Mary F. Wiamson, The Art and Pidorial Press in Canada: Two centuries of 
art macrazines (Toronto: Art Gallery of Ontario, t 979), p. 30. The term "glossies" is used by 
MMenzie to describe wtiat still stands today as the commercial art magazine, in which a great 
percentage of the pages are filleci wi?h large colwr gallery and art deaier advetiiements. 



during the 1 Culural modemity was strongly entrenched in Europe by 

this tirne; but due to various historical events, the process was long delayed in 

Quebec. However, the Quebec visual arts milieu struggled to promote the 

inherent individualism of a modernist visual aesthetic in the context of a 

nationalist projet de soci&&? In this light. the role of Vie des Arts acquired a 

double-edged identity: not only did it espouse the values of cultural modemity 

in its mandate to educate and sensitize Quebecers to their culture, but it also 

promoted international modernist theones in the visual artç. R embraced the 

social implfcations of its role as communicator, while promoting the 

individualism inherent in high modernism: hence the conflicts that began to 

appear between a desire for artistic recognition on the international playing field 

and the desire for a national cultural identity. 

The magazine in the visual arts context 

Self-referentiaiity is a central principle of modernism in art. However, 

autonomous self-referentiality in art is not possible without the creation of a 

supportive field, Le. the network of institutions and professions which foster its 

survival: rnuseums, galleries, collectors. cntics. The art publication is an 

Baudrillard's definition of modemity is discussed m this context in Andrée Forün. Passaae de la 
modernité: Les intellectuels ou6b6mis et leus revues (Sainte-Foy: Les Presses de l'Université 
Laval, 1993), p. 3. 
See Yvan Lamonde and Esther Trepanier's introduction, in L'AvBnement de la modemit6 

ailiurelle au Quebec (QuBbec: Institut Québecois de recherche sur la culture. 1986). 



important element in this field. The autonomy of modem art was dependent on 

two criteria: an infomed reception. and, to insure total artistic freedom, an 

audience found beyond the patronage traditi~n.~ Explaining and illustrating 

modern art to a wider audience became a viable option for artists and critics 

who wanted to advance modernist art practices. Art magazines flourished 

throughout North America and Europe durhg the late f i ies and early sixties, 

bringing modem art to the corner newsstand. 

The magazine, in order to function as an apparatus of culture, relies on the 

inherent immediacy of ïts f9m. Positioned sornewhere between the temporality 

of the newspaper review and the academicism of the journal article. the 

magazine 'piecen must at once entertain, inform. and, in cases such as 

Afls, also educate its readers.' By offering varied subject matter and adopting a 

cntical viewpoint, and delivering thern in a timely and fresh manner with every 

issue, the magazine format. especially in the case of the art magazine. allows 

for the dissemination of information which rnight otherwise be available only 

through specialized channels. Although this information was filtered for a 

general readership, Vie des Arts, dunng the 1 950s and 1 960s. represented a 

site where the professional milieu and the uninitiated public could intersect. 

The magazine. as an inherently accessible fom, was an ideal vehicle for 

simultaneously demystifying and building culture. Andrée Fortin, in an analysis 

See Trépanier m L'AvBnement de la modemit6 aiiturelie au QuBbec, pp. 69-71 on this subjed. 



of the role of periodicals in Quebec intellectual history,' defines the periodical 

as a site for debate, a forum for new ideas and a vehicle for agen~y ;~  in short, 

periodicals are described as both creating and sustaining dixourse. Founding 

a periodical is an intellectual act designed to give autonomy of discourse ?O a 

specific group; the notion of editonal control, when vigilantly suçtained, 

inscribes the parameters of a periodical's discourse and gives voice to its 

specif icity . 

A distinction must be made, however, between the English terms 'periodicaln 

and 'magazinen, and the French 'revuen. Whereas the word 'periodicaln 

defines a continuous publication which may appear at reg ular intervals, there 

are words within the category 'periodical" which may or rnay not be used to 

create distinctions: journal, review, magazine. The first two ternis often suggest 

a scholarly or intellectual content and audience, while the terni 'magazinen is 

usually interpreted as meaning " m m  marketn. The French 'revuen also 

encompasses al1 periodicals, but fewer definitions are available to disting uish 

different types of publications. 'Revuen can therefore signify a political journal 

as well as a m a s  circulation magazine. This is a crucial point in the analysis of 

a periodical such as Vie des Arts because of its nature as a general information 

publication, but one which operates in the intellectual sphere of high culture. 

Vie des Arts' first editorïal mandate (vd. 1 no. 1, Jmuaiy 1956. pp. 2-3),deariy States the 
educationai goals of the magazine. A discussion of this first mandate and its irnplicab'ons can be 
fwnd in Chapter II of thk thesis. 

M n ,  Passaae de la Modemit& L e s  intellecturels audbecois et leurs revues. 
@lbJ.. p. 9. 



Publications such as Vie des Arts borrowed the modus operandi of the m a s  

circulation 'magazine" and applied it to an area of discourse traditionally 

reserved forthe cultural elite. Because Vie des Arts sought to identify itself with 

a broad, general readership, it shall heretofore be referred to in this analysis as 

a "magazinen. 

Because a magazine's relevance is measured against and in proportion to the 

events and issues it examines, 1 is also an adequate barorneter by which to 

gauge the discourse sunounding these events. However, over time, a 

magazine's content is decontextualized and Îts import diminished. In an attempt 

to answer these questions, this analysis attem pts, through a socio-historical 

perspective, to recontextuaiize the first decade of Vie des Arts magazine (from 

1956 to 1966) in order to assess its contribution to issues in the visual arts in 

Quebec during the 1950s and 1960s. A rereading of Vie des Arts within the 

parameters of its original context, juxtaposed with the perspective afforded by 

the 40 years that have elapsed since the magazine's first issue, raises important 

questions about the image we draw of the evolution of the visual arts in Quebec 

during this time period: what were Vie des Arts' motives for crossing the cultural 

divide? What group needed a platform for its discourse? And how did this 

particular voice integrate with the discourse at large? 

This thesis atternpts to answer these questions through an analysis of the 

content of Vie des Arts over its first decade of publication. By statistically 



compiling and examining such relevant areas as the amount of space devoted 

exclusively to Quebec art, the biases of reviewers and critics, or the importance 

of international art movements and theones in the magazine's overall content. 

and then juxtaposing this information with the histoncal and cultural conte* of 

Quebec during the m e  time perïod, a picture of Vie des Arts' mhon d'être 

begins to emerge. Its polemical position can be assessed; its intent can be 

defined- 

The first chapter of the thesis draws a broad profile of the socio-cultural 

conditions in Canada and Quebec during the 1950s and 1960s in order to 

contextualize Vie des Arts' first ten years of publication. Precurçors to Vie des 

Arts in Quebec are examined in this chapter, as well as the emergence of 

federal and provincial grant prograrns, to which Vie des Arts owed its financial 

su~*val. Chapter Two presents a history of Vie des Arts' first ten years. 

Circumstances surrounding the magazine's founding , its first editorial mandate, 

and its editoriat board, contributors and wlurnnists from 1956 to 1966 are 

discussed. Design and production values are evaluated, and revenue sources 

described. 

In the third chapter, the content of Vie des Arts is analyzed from a variety of 

perspectives: cultural provenance (where did the art discussed in its pages 

corne from?); medium (which artistic media were favored?); editorial style (what 

types of articles were felt to best wmmunicate Vie des Arts' mandate?); critical 



position (where did Vie des Arts stand on wntemporary art issues?). Chapter 

four discusses Vie des Arts' interpretation of the moderniçt agenda, its 

contribution to the cultural discourse in Quebec, and its impact on the definition 

of a Quebec cultural identity. Vie des Arts' place in the discourse at large is also 

evaluated. The chapter concludes with an assessrnent of the magazine form as 

a cultural vehicle in the field of art during the pst-war period, and its validtty as 

a cultural apparatus in the post-modem environment. 

What this thesis will not attempt, however, is an in-depth analysis or comparison 

of the critical positions adopted by Vie des Arts contributors. While certain 

critics' viewpoints may be briefly discussed, they will be presented solely in their 

capacity to illuminate facts and events direcly affecting Vie des Arts. Nor shall 

this thesis engage in a cornparison between Vie des Arts and its English- 

language counterpart. Canadian Art. While such a comparison would be most 

interesting. it goes beyond the puwiew of this thesis. 



Chapter 1 

Art and culture for a modern nation 

A brief examination of the devebpment of pst-war cultural policy in Canada 

"...in a country like ours, new and growing, what greater need than the 

creative mind of the artist?qO 

In order to analyze Vie des Arts' first ten years, it is necessary to return to an 

earlier period during which Canadian cultural policy was first established. The 

link between Vie des Arts, a French-language art magazine from Quebec, and 

Canadian cultural policy, may at first glance seem to be a tenuous one; but by 

retracing Canada's cultural history back to the 1940s, the influence of Canadian 

post-war nation-building on the artistic community throughout Canada, 

including Quebec, c m  be seen as a major force that would lead to the 

establishment of a Canadian art press and, concurrently, to the creation of an 

art magazine that would sewe the linguistic and cultural irnperatives of modern 

Quebec. 

The above quote, from artist André Biéler. describes the spirit of concerned 

optimism that drove Canadian artists to dernand a major role in building a 

modem Canada. The war in Europe had forced the Allies to reinvest the 

'O Andr6 BiBler, citeâ in Walter Abell, "Conference of Canadian Artiçts," Maritme Art, vol. 1 no. 4 
(April 1941 ), p. 21. 



principles of democracy with new fervor, and to restate their beliefs in the 

humanist ideals it represented. The atrocities perpetrated in Europe with the 

rise of fascism encouraged a curent of hurnanist thought in North America, with 

art becoming a sign for democracy. Support for artistic expression came to 

signal anti-fascisrn. and the dissemination of art to the general population 

became known as a positive value for public good. When Biéler and other 

artïsts assern bled for the Conference of Canadian Artists at Kingston in 1941. 

the preçervation of democracy and the supportive role Canadian artiçts could 

play was uppermost on their agenda." In the words of Harry O. McCurry. then 

Director of the National Gallery of Canada: 

Never before has t happened that Canadian artists, professional 
artists from al1 over Canada, have been brought together, to 
discuss their problems, not only the problems of technique and 
practice, but (...) to consider the means of making most effective 
that vital contribution to the life of Canada which our artists c m  do, 
and to make our contribution to the solution of those problems 
which confront us, as they confront the whole democratic world at 
the present tirne.'* 

The Kingston Conference was a rallying point for Canadian artists and brought 

forward an agenda that would fom the nucleus of Canadian cultural policy in 

upcoming decades: the contribution of the artist to society and the hope of a 

governmental solution to the problem of the integration of art and artists into al1 

levels of the Canadian social fabric . Art should becorne accessible to al! in a 

modem, democratic Canada, the delegates said, and the state should play a 

" For a detailed accaunt of this event see Simtte, "A Kingston. il y a 50 ans, la Conférence des 
artistes canadiens," The Joumai of Canadian Art Histmv, vol. 14 no. 2 (1 991 ), pp. 28-48. 



major role in its public dissemination. This concem over the function of art in 

Canadian society gave rise to numerous propositions and resolutions at the 

Conference. including a proposal for a national art magazine.13 The 

establishment of a pan-canadian art publication would serve to educate and 

infom the public, and would provide a forum for Canadian artists in the struggle 

to create Canadian identity. Two years later. in 1943, the first issue of Canadian 

Art magazine was published in Ottawa under the editorship of Walter Abell. - 

Walter Abell, Canadian Art's first editor and a founding member. had been 

editor and founding member of Maritime Art, a regional publication whose reach 

had broadened to include increasing average of Canadian art from coast to 

Coast Abell. an American who had corne to Nova Scotia's Acadia University in 

1927 to institute an art history prograrn funded by the Carnegie Corporation, 

became a tireless promoter of the visual arts in Canada. He spoke for the social 

integration of art and its inclusion in a discourse of progress which was integral 

to the liberal humanist alignment favoreâ by contemporary artists and 

ir~tellectuals.~~ Using Maritime Art as his base, Abell expanded its mandate to a 

fully national one by 1943, and in the first issues of Canadian Art the societal 

axis of the magazine was evident: articles ranged thematically from the 

importance of art at the community level, to the contribution of artists to industry 

and the applied arts and the creation of a national arts program. 

l2 Fmm McCuny' opening address at the Kingston Conference. cited in Sicotte. p. 28. 
l3 See Sicotte. pp. 42-43, for Conference propositions and resolutions. 



The Kingston Conference is particularly relevant here because of its role in the 

establishment of Canada's first national art magazine. But its contribution to the 

development of cultural policy is discerned in events which furthered the visual 

arts discourse in Canada and Quebec, the rnost noteworthy of which are the 

1944 'Artistç' Brier to the Special Cornmittee on Reconstruction and R e  

establishment; the Royal Commission lnquiry into National Development in the 

Arts, Letters and Sciences, which resulted in the Massey Report in 1951 ; and 

the establishment of the Canada Council in 1 957. 

The 'Artists' Brie$ reiterated the agenda of the Kingston Conference. 

demanding government involvement in the arts and a national support structure 

for al1 aspects of cultural production, frorn town planning and industrial design to 

community cultural centres.lS Five years later, in 1949, the federal governrnent 

acted upon the legacy of the Kingston Conference and the 'Artists' BrieP* by 

launching a national inquiry into the status of Canadian culture. For a nation of 

which could be in 1951 mat 1 had "as yet no national history and no 

genuine consciousness of the past,"16 the Massey-Lévesque Commission drew 

attention to the lack of Canadian content in al1 aspects of Canadian cultural 

production. The results of the inquiry demonstrated a need to ground Canadian 

- 

l4 FOi a more detai  eccount of the importance of liberai humankm at this tirne. see Paul LiWs 
book The muses. the masses. and the Massev Cbrnmission (Toronto: Uriiversity of Toronto 
Press, 1992). 
l5 Sdrafer, Aspects of Canadian Cultural Polb (Paris: UNESCO. 1976). p. 44. The 'Attists' Briefn 
resuîted in the establishment of Canada's first national artists' association, the Canadian Arts 
Counal, which later became the Canadian Conference of the Arts. 



culture in a heretofore absent historical consciousness if future cultural 

production was to ref lect a central national mythology. Indeed. the Commission 

was told by the Periodical Press Association that 'Canada was the only country 

of any size in the world whose people read more foreign periodicals than they 

did their ~ w n . " ' ~  The federal impulse to create a modern national identity was 

well served by the Massey Reporfs recommendations, which made a case for 

national unity in cultural rnatters to fend off growing Americanization and 

materialism. It has been argued, however, that the distrust for American m a s  

culture expressed in the Report forged the profile of a national culture which 

would henceforth polarize high art and popular culture in Canada, further 

enlarging the guM between the artist and society.18 Nevertheless, the Report put 

into place an infrastructure which, if only in ternis of financial support, would 

foster the dissemination of culture - often regardless of its provenance - during 

a time when nation-building was a priority on the political agenda. The 

contribution of Laval University social scientist Georges-Henri Lévesque as co- 

director of the Commission signaled the acknowledgment of Quebec's rde in 

fashioning national cultural pol icy. 

One of the most important recommendations of the Massey Report was for the 

establishment of a Canada Council for the encouragement of the arts, letters, 

te From Hilda Neatby. National History," Royal Commission Stuâes. 1951, ated in Dot Tuer, The 
Art of Nation Building - Construding a 'Cultural tdentity' for FM-War Canada," Parail6twramme, 
vol. 17 no. 4 (1992), p. 28. 
l7 -- lbid 1 p. M. 
la See Tuer, 'The Art of Nation-Building - Comtnicting a 'Cultural Identity' for Post-War Canada." 



humanities and social  science^.'^ As will be seen later, the Canada Council 

played a vital part in Vie des Arts' survÏval (as it did in that of many other 

Canadian publications) from iis earliest years. When the Canada Council was 

instituted in 1957, its financial pool was derived from income earned on a large 

endowment fund based on an annual appropriation from the federal 

govemment, and private donations? The establishment of the Canada Council 

reflected the power the federal government could exercise over Canadian art 

and culture, extending its reach across the entire country in an effort to build 

national identity. Quebec was of course no exception. and federal support of 

Quebec artists would become a disconcerting fact to an increasingly nationalist 

province in the following decades. 

When the first issue of Vie des Arts was published in 1956, the emergence of 

Canada as a prosperous, modern post-war nation was well under way, and the 

generai mood towards the arts, if not marked by unbridled enthusiasm, was at 

least one of acceptame of the notion of public support in cultural matters. 

Econornic growth made possible the advent of a Canadian consumer society, 

which in tum would provide fertile ground for the establishment of a Canadian 

magazine culture. The earnestness and enthusiasm which fueied art 

magazines such as Canadian Art and Vie des Arts reflected a desire by the 

artistic community to transgress its traditional elitist position and become a 

participant in the wider life of the nation. 

'@ See Schafer, AsDects of Canadian Cultural P o l i ,  pp. 44-45. 



The changing dismurse: repositioning art in the new Quebec 

'French-Canadian cuiture is the most haditionalist in the New Worid. with the possible exception 

of Spanish America, and the most self-c~nscious.~ 

Maçon Wade's 1957 assessment of Quebec's cultural climate may have 

seemed unduly harsh to the informed observer, yet this picture painted from an 

Amencan perspective could only reflect the outsider's lack of insight into a 

society that for so long had tumed inwards in order to preserve its identity. The 

events which shaped cultural policy in Quebec were interwoven with the 

establishment of the Canadian cultural policy infrastructure, yet in many ways 

remained selfcontained due to the particular climate of Quebec pulitics during 

the 1950s. Quebec's passage from a conservative, clergy-dominated rural 

society to a modem. secular state was accom plished over several decades. but 

the change crystallized during the early 1960s, with the Quiet Revolution. 

During the post-war years, the emergence of a new middle class which would 

equate its class aspirations with those of Quebec society at large, enabled the 

articulation of a renewed nationalism." 

=M., p. 45. 
a Rom Me chaptw by Mason Wade, The Cutture of French Canada," in Park, ed., The Cuiture of 
Conternmraw Canada, p. 367. 

Pierre Anctii. 'La RBvolution Tranquille: vers une r6interpr6tationn (Conf erence, Odober 3 1, 
1990), hudes sur le Qu6bec h McGflI. Bulletin no. 8. p. 2. 



The end of the Duplessis régime and the advent of the Lesage govemment in 

1960 marked a new expansiveness in Quebec, where cultural and intellectual 

life openly shaped itseff to the demands and desires of modemity. Wfihout the 

restrictive surveillance of the clergy or a conservative political blite, the 

synthesis of art and politics which Borduas had begun wÏth the Refus Global in 

1948 finally began to adopt concrete form in the detenination of the architects 

of the Quiet Revoiution to align cultural production wRh social change. When 

Borduas and other artists including Riopelle, Ferron and Barbeau published 

Refus Global, they underwrote a politickation of the discourse on art in Quebec, 

an act which would henceforth influence both the establishment of cultural 

policy and the production of art.= t was during the 1950s that Quebec writers 

and artists publicly voiced their cornmitment to social change, the former by 

engaging in debate through their written works, the latter by adopting 

pedagogical methods to promote progressive disco~rse.~~ Many inroads were 

made by the visual Ws milieu during this period to educate and inform the 

public: schools. colleges, universities, theatres, restaurants and bookstores 

became temporary exhibition venues, manifestoes were published and 

proclaimed, newspapers became willing accomplices in the irn passioned 

debates on contemporary painting, and art criticism found a place in the 

media.25 Vie des Arta was both product and participant in this flood of activity. 

Schafer, Asmcts of Canadian cultural Poficv, p. 7. 
a Fortin, Passaae de la modemit& Les intellectuels au6becois et leurs revues, p. 165. 
IS The Librairie Traquille, the Restaurant Hdlène de Champlain and CUniversit6 de Montréal were 
among the venues which became temporary exhibition spaces; debates on contemporary 
painting coufd be found in Montreal's major French-ianguage dailies such as La Ptesse and 



As art historian Marie Carani has argued, however, the pairing of a nationalist 

projet de société and the evolution of a modemist language in Quebec visual 

arts gave rise to conflicting aspirations - a aonflit des codes - within which the 

desire to participate in a liberalhationalist social refom agenda was put to the 

test by the internationalisUhumanist ideais of modemist art. Borduas' Refus 

Global would signify an anarchic refusal of the constraints inherent in a direct 

ahgnment with the The arnbiguity of this position would also be felt in Vie 

des Arts, where relentless promotion of contemporary art would always be 

counterbalanced by generous coverage of the patrimoine - a situation which 

would remain unchanged until the advent of theory-based conternporary art 

magazines such as Parachute in the seventies. 

The Coriseil des Arts de Montréal, established in 1956, and the Ministère des 

Affaires culturelles, instituted in 1961, were both essential to çolidifying 

Quebec's new cultural policy, and would both contribute to Vie des Arts' su~ i va i  

in its first decade. Headed by the Liberal Party's Georges-Émile Lapalme, and 

responsible for four separate cultural sectors (the Office de la langue française, 

the Département du Canada français d'outre-frontiére, the Conseil provincial 

des arts, and the Commission des monuments  historique^)^^ the Ministère des 

Affaires culturelles was part of the infrastructure created by the Liberal Party to 

Devoir. For a more detailed aocwnt, see Marie Carani's study of the period in L'Oeil de la critÏaue 
(Quebec: Les Editions du Septentrion. 1990). 

See Mark Carani, ed., Des lieux de mdmoire, ldentit6 et witure modernes au QuBbec. 1930- 
1 960. (Ottawa: Les Presses de l'Université d'Ottawa, 1995). Présentation: "D'un conflit de 
codes, sous la modernité, entre l'artistique et le social," pp. 3-26. 

SchaferI AsDects of Canadian Guttural Policv, p. 1 1-1 2. 



support its new brand of progressive nationalism. The Quebec government w î s  

responding to artists' insisteme on k i n g  recognized as a contributing force in 

society, as the Canadian govemment had done at the federal level with the 

Canada Council. In Quebec, however, the demands included more than direct 

action on the part of the government: artists yeamed for public and official 

acknowledgrnent of their çtniggle against the repression of the Duplessis era. 

As the arts becarne common currency in Quebec's new political agenda. the 

discourse between artists and the state was altered. ArtÏsts no longer needed to 

exercise confrontation in order to be heard: negotiation would now be the 

required modus operandi if they were to advance their cause with the new 

govemment. Quebec embraced the visual arts as a building block of national 

identity, and the artistic milieu, regardless of its aesthetic or t heoretical 

differences, became a broker in the political arena . One of the most significant 

results of this collaboration was the creation of Montreal's Musée d'art 

contemporain in 1964. which would serve to build Quebec's first official 

collection of contemporary art as the heritage of future generation~.~~ 

In 1966, art critic and historian Jean-Ren6 Ostiguy would describe 1956 as a 

watershed year for al1 aspects Quebec culture: 'le début d'une totale remise en 

question de toutes les structures de la soci6te québécoise29n. Indeed, the social 

and cultural changes brought about by the Quiet Revolution in the mid-fifties 

Rancine Couture. ed,, Les arts visuels au Quebec dans les années soixante: La 
reconnaissance de la modemit6 (Montr4ai: vib éditeur, 1993), p. 14-15. 



would provide fertile ground for the establishment of an expanded field for 

contemporary art, a field within which Vie des Arts would take its place as 

communicator, educator and arbiier of taste for the new urban middle class. 

Modemity to modemiSm: precursors of Vie des Arts 

The arts in Canada were seen to gain full wverage on a national sa le  only 

with the last few issues of Abell's Maritime Art, which in 1943 became Canadian 

Art (and thus recognized in name as Canada's a~fficiai" arts magazine) - and - 
this in spite of such long-established European models as the Gazette des 

Beaux-Arts in France and The Art Journal in England, which had been 

publishing for nearly a century by the tirne Canadian Art and Vie des Arts were 

foundecLgO However, in Quebec it~elf the cultural penodical had enjoyed a long 

tradition dating back to the early 19th century, although most publications were 

short-lived. In the 1 9th century, with secondary education in Quebec accessible 

only to a minority of the population, the çought-after educated urban reader was 

in very short supply; and the changing fashion of opinion among the urban élite 

too often failed to sustain a publisher's personal vision through more than a few 

issues. One of the first Quebec cultural publications to include visual arts in its 

contents was L'Abeille canadienne (1819-1820)' the mandate of which sought 

=W.. from chapter by Rose-Marie Atbour. "L'apport des femmes peintres au courant post- 
automatiste: une représentation critique (1 955-1965)," p. 29. 



to include international coverage of art and literature. The need to respond to 

international art in a context of relatively regional sape in ternis of the 

readership 1 could attract was without a doubt influenced by Quebec's general 

cultural climate. Culture in Quebec was nurtured through language and history 

by a continental European aesthetic - one which would still bear upon Vie des 

Arts more than a century later. By the tum of the century, the Revue de I'art, 

littérature. esthetiaue. ~einture. sculdure. architecture, published in Montreal in 

1895, was able to go one step further: by exploiting new developrnents in 

reproduction techniques within itç pages, 1 could bring art to an even wider 

audience. "Notre revue peut être regard6e comme un recueil des plus belles 

productions de I'art à l'aide de la photographie et de la gravure," claimed its 

publishers3' Image reproduction, which arguably senred to democratize the 

visual arts, was now available to publishers, creating new opportunities to 

engage a broader readership. 

it would not be until 1918, however, with the publication of Le Niaoq, that a 

periodical would champion the cause of cultural modernity. This short-lived 

journal (1 918-1919) is frequently citeâ as the first modern revue in Quebec, 

signaling the beginning of accession to cultural modemity and causing a 

breach in the intellectual trajectory." Le Niaoa's espousal of formalism and its 

declared anti-reg ionalist and anti-nationalist stance posited an alternative to the 

- -  

30The Gazette des &aux-Arts was founded in 1859 and The Art Joumaî in 1949. See McKenzie 
and Williamson, p. 25 
"&itJ.. p. 36. 



insular nationalist agenda espouseci by many of the cultural and political élite 

in Quebec. Such high regard for the autonomy of art and the independence of 

the artist from a social agenda, however enjoyed at the time in international 

circles. was in direct opposition to the ideology which characterird 

contemporary opinion in Quebec. The mandate adopted by Le Terroir (1 91 8). 

for instance. a cultural periodical conternporary to Le Nicloq, reflected the 

traditional nationalism exemplified in the notion of la sumie - the sutvival of 

French in Quebec by the prevention of outside interference. The organ of La 

société des arts, sciences et lettres du Québec, Le Terroir dealt directly with 

Quebec socio-cultural issues: it openly argued for nationalism and sought to 

support and promote Quebec art almost excl~sively.~ Le Niaoq, in contrast. 

sought to explore al1 avenues in art. and desired a Quebec art that could 

compete on an equal footing in the international arena. Le Niaoq alço signaled 

the emergence of 'experts' in the field of cultural joumalisrn - contributors such 

as Louis Bourgoin and Fernand Préfontaine. both collectors of modern 

European art, were also directly involved in the artistic comm~nity.~ 

After Le Nhoq, few Quebec publications dealt specifically with the visual arts. 

and several decades would pass before the ernergence of Arts et Pensee, !/& 

des Arts1 short-lived predece~sor.~~ Founded in 1 951 by Father Julien Déziel, a 

- 

Fortin. Passaae de la modemit& Les intellectuels aubbecois et leurs revues, p. 27. =m.. p. 103-104. 
5< Trépanier, uL'&rnergenœ d'un discours de la modemitedans la critique d'air. in Lamonde and 
Trépanier, L'Av6nement de la modemite aihurelle au QuBbec, p. 106. 
3SMention can be made of the publication Qui. a cultural magazine publiçhed in Montreal from 
1949 until1954. However, its approach was strictly biographicai (biographical portraits of Quebec 



teacher at Montreal's l'École des Beaux-Arts, Arts et Pensée soug ht to initiate a 

general audience to the visuai arts by drawing parallels between culture and 

social concems. % clearly positioned itself as an advocate of the spiritual over 

what its editors and contributors thought of as the invading tide of materialism 

during the 1950s. The regeneration of the human spint through the 

contemplation of beauty fueled its editorial policy: çalvation through art would 

counter the detrimental influences which menaced al1 aspects of contemporary 

culture. A çampling of its contents includes articles on Canadian art history and 

religious art, studies on the psychological and peûagogical aspects of art, and a 

special 1955 issue on Ozias Leduc. The magazine counted among its 

contributors the artists Jean Paul Lemieux, Ozias Leduc, John Lyman, and 

Paul-Emile Borduas, as well as critics André Jasmin, Claude Robillard and 

Robert Élie? CrÏticized by some as favoring religious over secular art," Arts et 

Pensée was nevertheless welcomed as a supporter of l'art vivant and as a 

disseminator of artistic thought: 

... la nouvelle revue Arts et Pensée des son premier numero 
s'avers excellente. Elle correspond à un besoin de notre milieu 
artistique et si son directeur veut reellement en faire le carrefour 
vivant de tous les courants d'idées qui surgissent un peu partout 

- -  - - - - - - 

artists, writers, musicians etc.). As well, ft placed quai emphasis on al1 the arts, from the visual arts 
to literature and music, making it less relevant in the context of this thesis. See Andr6 Beaulieu, 
Jean Boucher, Jean Hamelin, Gérard Laurerice, Jocelyn Saint-Pierre, La Presse Qu6bémise - 
des daines à nos iours, vol. 8,1945-1954 (St-Foy: Les Presses de I'Universit6 Laval, 1989). pp. 
135-1 36. 
qM. pp. 179-181. 
nu. Beaulieu et al câte the folbwing tongue-incheek observation f r m  the cuftural magazine 
Plaœ Publiaue, a cmtemporary of Arts et Pensée: "Des matins lui reprochent une forte 
tendance vers l'art d. Vu que c'est le milieu où nous voyons le plus de camelots, de laideurs, 
nous n'avons pas du tout objection, tout au contraire, œ que notre ami Rolland Boulanger 
veuille d'abord instruire nos zouaves, nos bedeaux et nos marguilliers." 



dans le pays, cette revue peut rendre à coups sûrs de grands 

Unlike Le Nieoa. Arts et Pensée believed in the social function of art - hence its 

pedagogical aspirations." lt was in Arts et Pensée that high modernism and 

abstraction became part of a broader discourse attempting to reach the general 

reader. This humanist approach. however, was one driven by the religious and 

spintual convictions of its editorial board, whose policy can be said to have 

reflected the ail1 strong guiding hand of the clergy in Quebec education and 

culture. with its longstanding support for the tradition of l'art sacré. Only with the 

founding of Vie des Arts five years later (1 956) - and this only after its first few 

issues - would the clergy's influence diminish enough to make way for a 

completely secularized art milieu to emerge, dernonstrating a parallel with 

Quebec society at large dunng the pre-Quiet Revolution years. 

Beaulieu et al, i a  Presse Qu6bécoise: des origines 8 nos iours. 
Fortin. Passage de la rnodemit6: Les intellectuels au&becais et leurs revues. pp. 162-64. 



Chapter 2 

A Canadian art magazine for a modern Quebec 

Establiçhng a voice: founding of We des Arts and formulation of a mandate 

The first issue of Vie des Arts appeared in the winter (January-February) of 

1956 (plate l) ,  following the demise of Arts et Pensée in Febniary 1955. The 

cessation of Arts et Pensée was the result of a lack of financial resources: not 

wanting the quality of the magazine to suffer, the publishers decided it would be 

best to abandon publication." Jacques Simard, Editor-in-Chief of Vie des Arts 

in 1957. commented about Arts et Pensée that "le vide créé par sa disparution 

fut vivement ressenti dans les milieux favorables au développement des arts." 4' 

Vie des Arts was first published by the Societé des Arts, an association 

dedicated to the support, promotion and dissemination of art in Quebec: art 

which it defined as "des artç d'inspiration latinente which we can surmise 

represented art of non-Anglo-saxon origin, or more precisely the art of Quebec. 

France and perhaps the rest of continental Europe. The intention of the 

association was to organize and publicize exhibitions and to publish an art 

magazine to be called Vie des Arts. Archives have revealed, however, mat the 

founders of Vie des Arts and the Société des Arts were in fact closely linked to 

*Jacques Simard, from the Fonds Vie des Arts (UQAM, Se- des archives), in a 1957 grant 
application to the Canada Counal, h m  a -on M i n g  the history of Vie des Art$. 'Au 
Conseil des ms: Demande de subvention pour la revue Vie des Arts," with a coven-ng letter 
dated Septernber 30, 1957. 
'' Ibid. 

Ibid. 



the group which had çpearheaded Arts et Pensée. A note frorn Gérard 

Morisset, dated January 12, 1955, to his friend Andree Paradis (who would 

regularly contribute to Vie des Arts and in 1964 become the magazine's Editor), 

requests her attendance at a meeting to discuss Arts et Pensée's Mure. Also 

invited were, among others. Arts et Pensée's Editor, (Père) Julien Dériel. and 

future Art Director and founding member of Vie des Arts Claude Beaulieu. '...II 

s'agit de renflouer la revue et de lui donner une nouvelle ~rientation."~ 

The Soci6té des Arts was headed by prominent art historian Gerard Mon'sset, 

then Curator of the Musée Provincial de Québec. Morisset, known for his 

seminal work on the architecture of French Québec, and therefore an important 

figure in the establishment of the patrimoine. was a fim believer in the social 

function of art, and felt that it had been sorely neglected by historias in both 

Quebec and Canada: 'En g6néral. nos historiens ont ignoré l'art - cette 

manifestation collective et spontanée d'un peuple sensible et sain, dont le 

langage et les formes plastiques. les objets usuels et d'agrement jouent un rôle 

primordial dans l'évolution de sa culture. ... On néglige la valeur sociale de l'art 

et l'action éminente qu'il exerce dans toute c i~i l isat ion.~ Morisset remained 

Editor-in-Chief for just over a year, his duties coming to an end in June of 1957 

'pour des raisons de sant6 et de géographie? The first issue masthead of Vie 

Fonds And& Paradis (UQAM. SeMœ des archives). 
Y Gérard. Morïsset, La minture traditionnelle au Canada francais (Ottawa: Le Cerde du Livre de 
France, 1960). p. 8. 

Simard. from the1957 grant application (Fonds Vie des Arts). According to conespondence 
between And& Paradis and Gérard Morkat (from the Fonds Andrée Paradis), in the fait of 1956 
Moriss8t suffwed a faim serious car mishap involving a plunge into a river al Les Éboulements. 



des Arts lias the following as mernbers of the editorial board: Directeur - 
Gérard Morisset; Secrétaires de rédaction - Julien Déziel (of Arts et Pensée) 

and Claude Picher; Directeur artistique - Claude Beaulieu. OI these, Art 

Director Claude Beaulieu would long outlast the others, his narne appearing on 

the masthead for close to three decades. 

The first issue of Vie des Arts is highly suggestive of Morisset's interests, and his 

views on the social function of art are well represented within its pages. Its 

contents included the following articles: 'Au Lecteur" (editorial); "Les concours 

artistiques de la province de Québecn, by critic and Musée de la Province de 

Québec Exhi bitions Director Claude Picher (a justification and history of off icial 

art competitions in Quebec since 1945, with accompanying photographs); 'Nos 

monuments historiques" by Paul Gouin, President of the Commission des 

Monuments historiques (a plea for the preservation of the architecture of the 

French régime in Quebec), and explanation of the Commission des Monuments 

historiques' position; ' la Société des Arts Plastiques*, by painter Jean Paul 

Lemieux and Claude Picher (an exposition of the functions and aims of the 

Quebec City-bas& Société des Arts Plastiques by its founder. Picher, and its 

president. Lem ieux); 'Portraits de cadavresn, by Gérard Morisset (a study of the 

portraaure of deceased nuns and clergy during the French régime); 'Auguste 

Perretn, by architect André Blouin (a portrait of the French architect and 

Quebec. He was amrnpanied at the time by Jacques Simard, who would become editor the 
following Spnng. The mespondence also suggests that his wratoriai and project workload was 
ever-increasing , 



theoretician). A series of columns were also established in the fird issue, 

including exhibition reviews. book reviews, and a music and a theatre column. 

Space was also allotted for 'letters to the editor". 

Although the magazine listed its address as a Montreal poçt office box, it is 

interesting to note that many of its contributors, including Morisset, Lemieux and 

Picher, were Quebec City-based and that much of the content was derived from 

material located in and events which took place at Quebec City. The material 

contained in the columns reinforces this geographical factor: of the four 

exhibitions noted in the 'Expositionsn section, three took place at the Musée 

Provincial de Québec. and one in a Quebec City galle$? The theatre column 

drew a portrait of a new Quebec City theatre company, and the two letters to the 

editor are signed by readers from the Quebec City area. Morisset's position as 

Curator of the Musée was no doubt a deciding factor, and his field of expertise 

in Quebec historical art and architecture was surely a çtrong influence upon the 

content of the magazine. The outcome was a first issue with bureaucratie 

overtones and a penchant for an academic style, with a slightly old-fashioned 

approach to wmmunicating the importance its founders placed on the function 

of art in Society. Overall, the first issue of Vie des Arts favored local history and 

geographical regionalkm in art - the currents of internationalism and high 

modernism which would become a defining characteristic of Vie des Arts in the 

a The Musée de la Province exhibitions which were noted are the following : a David Mifne 
retrospective; an exhibition of Jacques Villon works on pape?; and an Ozias Leduc retrospective 
organized by the National Gallery on tour at the Musée de la Province. The Quebec city galiery is 



next few years were not yet apparent. The editorial in this first issue, ütled 'Au 

lecteurn and signed 'La Direction", is unique in that the magazine would publish 

no more official editoriais until it reached its ten-year mark in 1966 under the 

editorship of Andrée Paradis. An analysis of this first editorial reveals the 

magazine's objectives and serves to present its official mandate to readers. 

According to Andr6 Fortin in his analysis of Quebec intellectuals and their 

magazines, the first issue of any periodical is most important as it introduces the 

founders to their prospective readers and serves to contextualize the magazine 

within the intellectual and social landsape. Wfih the appearance of any new 

magazine or periodical, its founders seek to fiIl an intellectual void" - in the 

case of Vie des Arts a void left by the demise of its predecessor, Arts et Pensée. 

The first editorial reveals a plan of action, a mandate by which its founders wish 

to change an existing situation, and in many cases resembles a manifesto in 

tone and intent: the authors speak as a group. they determine a cal1 to action 

and offer a critical position vis-à-vis the status quo." As will be shown, Vie des 

/Ms' first editorial, in itç own punctilious style, admirably fills these criteria. 

The editorial opens with a corn parison of two periods in Quebec art: the period 

between 191 0 and 1930, and the period at the time of wnting, the mid-1950s. 

The authors summarize the former as a time of arrested progress in Quebec art, 

'L'Atelier", which showed a sedes of watercobrs by Jeanne Rhéaume. a Canadian aitist living in 
M y .  
a Fortin, Passaae de la modemit& Les intellectuel au6becois et leurs revues p. 8. 



a time during which numerous disciplines fell out of fawr and production came 

to a relative standstill. The later. contemporary period is characterized as a 

renewal in al1 areas of artistic endeavor: 'II s'agit donc d'une renaissance, et le 

mot n'est pas trop fort." Given the magnitude of this artistic renaissance. the 

editorial declares that a lin k must be fashioned between artists and the public - 
a connection which can only be established, according to the authors, from 

within the pages of a magazine: 

Un tel mouvement ne peut se soutenir ni s'épanouir s'il n'existe un 
contact dtroit entre les artistes et le public, c'est-à-dire entre les 
producteurs et les consommateurs de la chose artistique. Ce 
contact étroit, seule une revue d'art peut l'assurer avec plénitude 
et efficacité, condition qu'elle ouvre ses pages à tous les 
éléments de la culture humaine. C'est le rôle qu'entend jouer Vie 
des Arts dans la nation. 

Next follows a description of the methods the magazine will employ to fulfill this 

mandate, inscribing the parameters within which the magazine will operate: yie 

des Arts is to becorne a source of information, will cover al1 artistic disciplines 

from the past to the present, and will objectively examine the currents of 

contemporary art without favoring one group over others in the interest of a 

better understanding of contemporary art practices. In closing. the founders of 

Vie des Arts assume the responsibility of education, promising to bridge the gulf 

that is rapidly dividing contemporary art from its public: 'A l'heure où le fossé se 

creuse plus profond entre un certain art, qui est légitime, et un certain public qui 

ne demande qu'a comprendre mais qui n'en a pas toujours le pouvoir, le 

moment n'est pas à la querelle plus ou moins st&ile, mais à l'action éducative." 



With these words Vie des Arts summarked the conflicts inherent in the broad 

acceptance of l'art actuel - a problem which was characteristic of high 

modemism and abstraction in the visuai arts - and established Ïts agenda: the 

empowerment of a generai audience to participate in the discourse of modern 

art and, as a corollary, the creation of a broad audience to support the 

continuing evolution of Quebec's artistic "renai~sance".~~ 

How did Vie des Arts differ in its agenda from its predecesçors Le Niaoq and 

Arts et Pensée? Both of these also sought to communicate and disseminate art 

and to initiate its readership into the cumplexities of the modemist discourse. In 

the case of Le Niaoq, we c m  assume that given the cultural and educational 

demographics of the time, a more restricted readership was being courted. Arts 

et Pensée was much closer to Vie des Arts in this respect, and most sources cite 

Vie des Arts as a seamles continuation of the work begun by Arts et Pensee? 

There is, however, an appreciable difference between the two magazines - one 

which grew more and more obvious as Vie des Arts evolved --and it rests as 

much on social transformation as it does on the founders' and publishers' 

personal visions. Unlike Arts et Pensée, in which views on art were inseparable 

from Quebec's Catholic tradition in culture and education. Vie des Arts 

represented a release from traditional channels of dissemination. No longer did 

art need to be sanctioned by clergy-inspired purposefulness in order to reach its 

pubb, as Quebec society had already begun a long process of secularization. 

- - - - - - - - - - - 

See Couture. Les arts visuels au Québec dans les années sokant~. pp. 10-1 1. 



Echoing these cunents of social change, Vie des Arts' mandate to democratize 

the discourse on art in Quebec and to build a showcase for Quebec artists 

enabled the magazine to flourish. Vie des Arts would attempt to prornote 

contemporary Quebec art beyond Quebec's borders, while creating a Quebec 

audience for the art of Canada and Europe.52 

Building and strvcturing: Vie des Arts statf and contributors, 1956- 1966 

ff founding a magazine can be seen as an act of faith. assuring its continuity 

must in many cases be viewed as a labor of love. Vie des Arts, like so many 

Canadian art magazines before and after, operated on a shoestring during its 

early years, relying on its dedicated staff for survival. Budgets and revenue 

sources will be examined in a later section, but suffice it to say at this juncture 

that during the first few years, Vie des Arts' editors, contributors and production 

staff received no payrnent for their work, and it was clear that the number of 

issues per year was fimited to the quarterly format because staff and 

contributors' remunerated occupations outside the magazine demanded most 

of their time and attention. This is well documented in the magazine's first grant 

For instanœ, Beaulieu et al, La Presse auébecoise des origines à nos iours. 
" According to Beaulieu et ai, however, the fairiy high level of cuitural sophistication was required 
of the Vie des Arts reader, afthough the writing styîe was generaliy fairly accessible. Neverthetess, 
Beaulieu et al condude that 'Les collaborateurs de la revue 6vitent le jargon et Iherméüsrne, de 
sorte que cette revue contribue B l'éducation artistique du grand public." La Presse au6bécoise 
$es origines nos jours vd. 9, p. 38. 
=Vie des Arts is still published today by "La Vie des Artsn, a non-profi organisation. Its current 
Editor and Director is Bernard L6vy. 



application to the Canada Council in 1957: 'Parce que la collaboration était 

gratuite et qu'il fallait bien placer la revue au second plan du travail des 

collaborateurs, il fut jugé prudent de publier trimestriellement sans cependant 

diminuer le nombre de pages annuel.'53 Further, "A l'heure actuelle. le 

directeur artistique et le directeur technique de la revue s'occupent 

bénévolement de la production de Vie des Arts. Aucune collaboration de la 

revue n'est payée à l'heure act~el le."~ 

When Gérard Motmet left the magazine after just over a year as Ïts Directeur. 

with Jacques Simard replacing him in the surnmer of 1957, a shift in both staff 

and contributors seems to have taken place. The Quebec City focus, which had 

been less prominent in the review columns since the first issue. concomitantly 

gave way to a l e s  parochial point of view as the magazine became 

established. Articles on contemporary issues and events beyond Quebec's 

borders began to appear more frequently ("L'UNESCO. un palais 

d'aujou rd'hu iw ; "L'art des Esquimaux du Canadaw55). faintly echoing the 

currents of an international hurnanism which already characterized the hig h 

modemist art of the late fifties and sixties. A special issue on the Brussell's 

World Fair in the summer of 1958 showcased Quebec and Canadian art in an 

international setting. As well. art historical articles focused l e s  and less on the 

pie-Conquest patrimoine and began to explore European art traditions 

Rom the knds Vie des Airs . "Au Conseil des Aris: Demande de subvention." 1957. 
Iûid. 

=Vie des Arts, vol. 2 no. 8. by JeamLouis Laionde; and vol. 2 no. 9. by Paul Dumas. 



('Rationalisme du Directoiren; 'British Painting of the l8th Centutyu"). Quebec 

City art critic Claude Picher's name no longer appeared on the masthead, and 

his Société des Arts Plastiques colleague Jean Paul Lemieux would no longer 

contribute to the magazine. The only original sWF mernber remaining on the 

masthead is Claude Beaulieu. If we go as far as to assume the shift was based 

on personal or critical differences, this could be explained by the 

indispensability of Beaulieu's technical and production skills in the financial 

context of Vie des Arts at the time. As well, Picher and Lemieux were viewed as 

conservatives by the Montreal art community. However, there are no archival 

accounts explaining their departure. The changeover may simply have 

reflected the fact that Montreal, as it secured its place as the province's cultural 

metropdis. was a more favorable environment for the subject at hand. 

Nevertheless, as of the summer of 1957 Vie des Arts gained a new staff, a new 

direction. a new look with the publication of its first full-color pages, and a new 

approach to its suMvai wRh the beginning of its requests- for federai 

govemmental aid from the newly foned Canada Council. 

In the Summer 1957 issue (no. 7), when Jacques Simard became Editor-in- 

Chief, Vie des Art$ masthead read as follows: Directeur - Jacques Simard; 

Administrateur - Daniel Chantal; Conseiller - Eddie MacFarlane; Directeur 

artistique - Claude Beaulieu. This staff line-up would vary, wial the exception 

of Jacques Simard and Claude Beaulieu (with an issue in the Fall of 1960 

=Vie des Arts, vd. 2 no. 8. by Jacques Beaulieu; and vol. 2 no. 9, by John Stwgman. 



carrying these two names only) until the Fall of 1962, when both Jacques de 

Rousçan, as Chef de la Rédaction, and Jacques Folch-Ribas, as Secrétaire and 

shortly thereafter Chef des Chroniques, would appear consistently on the 

masthead until the end of the magazine's first decade? 

M e  has surfaced about Jacques Sirnard's professional Me. However, his 

exposition of Vie des Arts' raison d'être in his first requeçt for funding to the 

Canada Council reveals his strong feelings about the importance of 

disçeminating Quebec art in Quebec. Canada and beyond, and by doing so 

from a Quebec perspective: 

On convient genéralement que dans la province de Québec se 
développe une activité artistique qui, quoique dispersée, n'en est 
pas moins pleine d'une saine vigueur. ... On est en droit d'espérer 
qu'une maturité éventuelle se muera en génie propre, soit une 
civilisation canadienne. ... Sans se poser en censeurs et avec une 
certaine humilité qui n'exclu pas la discussion, la direction de la 
revue espére encourager cette croissance par un choix du 
meilleur, par un groupement des lignes de force, par la critique de 
ce qui se passe vu par l'optique canadienne d'oriQine française. 
(italics mine) ." 

The issue of language also became an important factor for Simard in ensuring 

the survÏval of Vie des Arts. Bearing in mind the designated readers of his grant 

application, it is interesting to note how Simard expressed the sentiment that 

both the québécois readership and the institution of Canadian culture would 

benefit from his publication: 'La revue pourrait être auprès de ses lecteurs de 

Daniel Chantal would be gone by the next issue (vol. 2 no.8): in aie Summer of 1958, Chantal's 
Administrateur position would be filled by Marke Chartrand, who would stay on for oniy one 



langue française ITnstmment de propagande du Conseil des Arts et de la 

GalerÏe Nationalen (italics mine). Jacques Simard would remain on Vie des 

Arts' masthead as Directeur until the summer of 1964, when his functions were 

taken over by Andrée Paradis. He appeared thereafter as Président (changed 

to Président du Conseil d'Administration in the spring of 1966). 

Founding mernber and Art Director Claude Beaulieu not only assomed design 

and production responsibilities for Vie des A& but also contn'buted a nurnber 

of articles (eleven in total from 1956 to 1966). He was an architect and urban 

planner, and a teacher at the École des Beaux-Arts de Montréal, and his 

writings in Vie des Arts echoed his professional intereçts. His earliest 

contribution, in the 1956 May-June issue, titled "La maison des hommesn. is a 

discussion of a televised presentation on world architecture. Other articles 

include 'Le Pavillon du Canada" (at the Brussels world exhibition); 'L'Edifice de 

Canadian Industries Limitedn (the C.1.L building); and 'A Saint-Sauveur-des- 

Monts, une résidence classique dans la nature sauvagen. lt is interesting to 

note that the buildings discussed in these articles are rnodernist in style. 

des Arts also published an article by Émile Jacques on one of Beaulieu's 

architectural projects in Montreai: 'Le Parc de Mésy, une e~périence".~~ 

issue; Eddy MacFariane, who had been with Vie des A r t ~  sirice its second issue under Gérard 
Morisset, wouid be a regular on the masthead until the Fall of 1960. 
a Fonds Vie des Arts, =Au Conseil des Arts: Demande de subvention," 1957 

'Le Pavillon du Canada," vol. 3 no. 11 ; 'L'kjiice de Canadian Industries Lirnited," vol. 7 no. 28; 
"A Saint-Sauveur&-M0nts.I) vol. 10 no. 42; l e  Parc de Mésy, une tmp&i8nce." vol. 6 no. 25. 



Jacques Folch-Ribas had been a contributor to Vie des Arts since the summer 

of 1958, when he published an article on Canadian applied arts at the Brussels 

world exhibition. He had aiso been an exhibition reviewer for the magazine 

since issue 1 1, and from 1 958 to 1 966 consistently authored contemporary art 

reviews (approximately 42 columns). In 1962 he officially became 'Review 

Editor" (Chef des chroniques), a position he held until his resignation in the 

spring of 1965? Throughout Vie des Arts' first decade he wrote a total of twelve 

feature articles, almost exclusively on Canadian and Quebec contern porary art 

and significant cultural events, examining the work of artists such as Yves 

Gaucher and Suzanne Bergeron, or reporting on the mural installations at the 

newly inaugurated Place des Arts in M~ntreai.~' 

Andrée Paradis' arriva1 at Vie des Art$ in the summer of 1964 as Editor-in-Chief 

ushered in the end of the magazines's firçt decade and the beginning of an 

editorship which would span over twenty years. Her public career was 

inextricably bound to Vie des Arts from the magazine's founding. In fact, as 

early as the fall of 1956, Gérard Morisset, fearing his busy schedule would keep 

him away from the magazine, beseeched Andrée Paradis to take over as the 

Editor? An active contributor to Vie des Arts since its second issue in the 

spring of 1956 ('Visite à Marc Chagall", an inteMew wfth the painter), Andrée 

Documented in the Fonds Vie des Arts in a letter to Folch-Ribas dated May 10.1965 from then 
Editor-inChief Andrée Paradis, in which Mme Paradis expresses regret at Foidi-Ribas' 
resignation and thanks him for his many years of dedication to the magazine. 
" Yves Gaucher." vol. 10 no. 41 ; 'Une romantiquen (Suzanne Bergeron). vol. 3 no.14; 'Les Arts 
plastiques B la grande salle de la place des Arts de Montreal," vol. 9 no. 35. 



Paradis had already penned nine feature articles by the tirne she became 

Editor-in-Chief. Her range of interests and expertise was varied, and the 

subjects of her articles reflected eclecticism and cultural sophistication. At ease 

in various areas concerning artistic production, she brought a persona! 

perspective to topics as diverse as contemporary Quebec sculpture, doll 

collecting, applied arts, anthropology, and art ~ol lect ing.~ More pertinent to 

des Arts. however. was Paradis' unrelenting contribution to the early survival of 

the magazine durhg her tenure on the Canada Council from 1957 to 1961 ." 

Born in Montreal, Andrée Paradis (1919-1986) was involved in Quebec and 

Canadian cultural affairs throughout her career. In addition to her appointment 

to the Canada Council during its first year of operation, Paradis was active in 

both radio and the emerging television culture of Quebec as a cultural 

commentator and interviewer, and was on the boards of numerous cultural 

organizations including the Rioux Commission (Commission of lnquiry into the 

Teaching of the Arts in Quebec; from 1959 to 1963), the Arts Adviçory Board for 

the Canada Council (1966-1968), and the Arts Council of the Metropolitan Area 

of Montreal (1965-1975); and was President of the Board of the National Arts 

Centre (19651970), President of the Canadian section of the International 

- - 

Fonds Andrée Paradis. letter Iran  GBrard Morisset dated September 7. 1956: C'est la direction 
de la revue qui m'inquihte. Pouquoi ne Imassumerez-vous pas?" 
" Artides by Andrée Paradis on these subjects indude: 'Roussi1 et la sculpture." vol. 2 no. 7; 'Le 
tour du monde en 40 poupées," vol. 2 no. 9; 'Présence de la tapisserie," vol. 2 no. 10; uAutour 
d'une collection (Georges-P. Vanier)," vol. 3 no. 13 ; and "Les monuments de la Nubie - leur 
sauvegarde, un devoir de solidarit6 internationale," vol. 5 no. 19. 
a Conespondence in the Fonds Andrée Paradis documents her appointment to the Canada 
Council. 



Association of Art Critics, member of the University Council of Quebec, and 

Vice-President of the Canadian National Commission for UNESCO from 1 960- 

1962. Andr6e Paradis a h  received the Centennial Medal and was an ûfficer 

of the Order of Canadasg5 

Paradis' career is representative of her unrelenting support and promotion of 

the arts in both Canada and Quebec. Her public accornplishments were an 

endorsement of her interest in helping to build and structure the nation's culture 

and tesüfy to her belief that the arts could make an important contribution to the 

nation's well-being - an ideology which could be seen as directly descended 

from the liberai humanism of the Kingston Conference of 1941. Paradis would 

also work tirelessly to promote both Canadian and Quebec art on an 

internation ai level. By the mid-1960s, Vie des Arts would reflect a fom of pan- 

Canadian nationalism (adopted mostly by the bureaucratic Alite) which would 

reach itç apex in Canada's Centennial celebrations and Montreal's Expo 67. 

Andrée Paradis would remain true to this vision of Canada despite later 

upheavals in Quebec (the October Crisis and the election of the Parti 

Québécois, for example) and would stand firm against regionalism in art: 'Many 

Quebec artiçtç are asking themselves serious questions against (Quebec) 

nationalism ... We feel there's no place for nationalism. Nationalism can 

become an oppressive force if it hampers new development in artiçtic  style^."^ 

'6 Fonds And& Paradis, cumadurn vitae dated January 1984. 
Yniebec arts ediior decries nationaiism." The Montreal Star, April28, 1978. p. 83. 



Under her ditorship. Vie des Arts not only gained international status but also 

became institutionalized as a Canadian cultural resource. 

Cantrlbutors to Vie des Arts were numerous and vmed during the fnçt decade, 

and no doubt helped to shape the magazine's perspective as much as did the 

editorial board. Notable among feature writers were critics Robert Ayre. Guy 

Viau and Yves Robillard; critic and National Gallery curator Jean-René Ostiguy; 

musician and composer Piene Mercure; gallery owners Gilles Corbeil and Léon 

Lippel; author, critic and École des Beaux-Arts Director Robert Élie; 

theoreticians Rodolphe de Repentigny and Fernande Saint-Martin; Musée d'art 

contemporain de Montreal Director Gilles Hénault; Montreai Museum of Fine 

Arts Director Evan H. Turner; critic and art historian Guy Robert; cultural 

historian and author Marius Barbeau; and architeet and artist Melvin Chamey. 

Gérard Morisset ais continued to contribute articles throughout the decade. 

This roster of names is evidence that the cultural cornmunity was eager to 

participate in Vie des Arts' project of supporting and disseminating 

contemporary art Of the feature writers who could, through fairly regular 

contributions to the magazine, have perceptibly influenced readers' opinions 

about issues in the art milieu, Claude Picher, Rodolphe de Repentigny, Guy 

Roben and Jean-René Ostiguy are worthy of further examination. 



Claude Picher's eatiy staff affiliation with Vie des Arts and his presence in the 

Quebec City art cornmunity have previously been discussed in these pages. He 

penned only four articles during his short tenure at the magazine, but internalfy 

his active involvement within the art milieu as a critic, painter and founder of the 

Société des Arts Plastiques positioned him as an influentid force within the 

magazine's editorial ranks. " In his writings about his friend and colleague 

Jean Paul Lemieux, Picher revealed his critical position to be regionalist and 

unremittingly pro-figurative. Art historian Franche Couture, commenting on 

Pichet's views in her essay 'La réception de la peinture de Jean Paul Lemieux 

ou la construction d'une figure identitairen,= remarks that Lemieux as 

understood by Picher was a 'peintre authentiquement canadienn and Videle à 

sa culture nationalen. Picher's views opposed the high modernist impulse to 

sever the bonds of tradition, and denied the univerçalist principle which drove 

the modernist aesthetic." His insistence on a pro-regionalist, anti-abstractionist 

viewpoint was much different from what Vie des Arts would become in the years 

following his departure.'* 

Rodolphe de Repentigny's critical agenda represented the opposite view 

that held by Picher. Repentigny began his collaboration wRh Vie des Arts 

frorn 

as a 

Picher contributeci the following arüdes to Ve des Arts: 'Les concours artistiques de la 
province de Quebec depuis 1945," vol. 1 na. 1 ; 'La soci6tR des Arts Plastiques," vol- 1 no. 1 ; 'Le 
marche d'art International," vol. 1 no. 4; 'Hommage & Rembrandt," vol. 1 no. 5. 

In Carani, ed., Des lieux de m6moire: Identit6 et culture modernes au QuBbec, pp. 63-71. 
p. 65. 

'O The 'La MatiBre chanten exhibition incident, in which Picher, Lemieux and painter Edrnund 
Alleyn organized the submission of fake Borduas paintings, demonstrates the intensity of 



columnist, in the magazine's second issue. He wrote only three feature 

articles,?' but his exhibition review colurnns were regular until his untimely 

death in 1959.~' Repentigny was also a painter (under the pseudonyrn Jauran) 

and a member of the Premiers Plasticiens group. He wrote their manifesto in 

1955, and supported the cause of geometric abstraction in al1 his writings, 

whether in Vie des Arts, in his capacity as art critic for the Montreal daily 

Presse (from 1952 on), or in the liberal weekly L'Autorité (writing under the 

pseudonym François Bourgogne) and he held tirnely and progressive views on 

the social function of art: '... Repentigny réclame des artistes vivants qu'ils 

fournissent à la société d'ici des éléments symboliques subversifs comme 

solution de rechange visuelle au circuit de la consommation de masse qui 

s'implante alors sans contrôle apparent? Repentigny was ai the forefront of 

the Montreal intellectual avant-garde, and his association with Vie des Arts no 

doubt helped the magazine gain credibility in this milieu which was hostile to 

Picher. His position as art critic in La Presse may have helped Vie des Artsl by 

association, to attract a certain percentage of the broader readership it sought. 

Poet, art historian, critic and acadernic Guy Robert was also an important 

contributor to Vie des Arts: he wrote twelve feature articles over the magazine's 

first ten years. He became the first Director of the Musée d'art contemporain de 

P i i r ' s  anti-abstradionist views. See Marie Carani, L'oeii de la critiaue (Quebec: Les Éditions du 
Septentrion, 1990), pp. 54-56. 

Repentigny contflbuted the following artides to Vie des Arts: "La Calledion Zacks, une tranche 
de vie," vol. 2 no.10; ' l e  Groupe des Onze," vol. 3 no, 12; 'Louis Mulhst~ck,~ vol. 4 no. 16 
(posthumous). 

For a aiticai biography of Repentigny. see Carani's L'oeil de la mitiaue. 



Montréal in 1964 and during the 1960s authored a series of art books and 

artists' monographs titled 'Collection Artistes Canadiens dirigée par Guy 

Robert" which included a study of the Montreal School (École de Montréal - 
situations et tendances). For Vie des Arts, he wrote on a variety of subjects but 

produced mostly monographie pieces on contemporaty Quebec artists such as 

Rita Letendre, Marcelle Maltais. and Mariette Vermette. Viewing public 

education through mediated information as the best method for preserving 

cultural identity, Robert was disappointed at the public's failure to grasp the 

importance of Îts recent artistic heritage. Blaming the underutilisation of 

available media for this situation he would write, in 1973: '...le monde des arts 

plastiques présente. depuis la fin des annees '50, des dimensions 

spectaculaires et économiques dont le relief devrait pouvoir attirer l'attention du 

grand public et la retenir si les reportages, entretiens et autres approches 

&aient réalisées avec dynamisme et ~ompetence."~~ 

M i l e  Jean-René Ostiguy was Curator of Canadian Art at the National Gallery in 

the latter part of the sixties, he penned an important surnrnary article on 

contemporary Canadian painting for Vie des Ar@. In this article he underlined 

the importance of the decade beginning in the mid-fifties in the evolution of 

Quebec society. For Ostiguy, 1956, the year Vie des Arts published its first 

issue, was seminal in this respect: 'le début d'une totale remise en question de 

L'oeii de la aitiaue, p. 81. 
74 Guy Robert, L'Art au Quebec depuis 1940 (Montr6al: Les Mitions La Presse, 1973). p. 44-45. 



toutes les structures de la société québécoise.'" This use of historical 

perspective, put to work in a visual arts context, is characteristic of Oçtiguy's 

approach to contemporary art. He defended a panocanadian version of 

Canadian art, including the rest of Canada in what he thought of as a 

remarkable period in the history of Quebec and of Canadian painting: 'la 

peinture a été l'un des créateurs de la nouvelle ambience que la société 

canadienne s'est donnée? A decade after the stimngs of the Quiet Revolution 

and on the eve of Canada's centennial and Expo '67, Ostiguy's point of view fit 

in remarkably well with Vie des Arts' cosmopolitan, internationalist flavor. In 

1954 and 1955 Ostiguy had been art critic for the Montreal daily Le Devoir, in 

the pages of which he defended 'le rattrappage cultureln for Quebec and 

supported European abstraction as a model for internationalism in art." 

Surviving : revenue sources and production values 

A magazine cannot depend uniquely on the quality of its content or the hard 

work of its editors and contributors, no matter how dedicated, to ensure its 

suMvai. This is especially true of cultural publications in Canada, and was 

certainly true of Vie des Arts from its earliest days. Regardles of the effort 

invested in producing an art magazine of integrity and critical value, or of the 

'L'Bge nouveau de la peinture canadienne." Vie des Arts, vol. 11 no. 44. p. 20. 
I bid . 
mi. L'oeil de la aioaue, p. 29. 



fact that contributors went unpaid for published articles,78 infusions of money 

from the outside world were needed to finance. at the vety least. the cost of 

starting up the presses. Vie des Arts depended upon both govemment grants 

and advertising revenues to ensure issue-to-issue survival, with paid 

subscriptions and çorne corporate and private donations rounding off i n ~ o m e . ~ ~  

Archives have revealed, for example, that in the magazine's 1958-59 budget 

projections. su bscriptions would cover less than 25% of operating expenses; 

advertising revenues covered another 25% Of costs; and grants from various 

government agencies (including federai, provincial and municipal) were 

counted on to cover roughly the remaining half of operating costs. By 1962. 

budget projections saw the percentage of costs offset by subscriptions remain 

the same, and although subscriptions and advertising revenues combined 

would account for approxirnately two-thirds of operating costs, the magazine 

would still depend heavily on government grants to cover the balance.80 

Vie des Arts' relationship with the Canada Council began at the very outset of 

the agency's existence. Andrée Paradis' appointment to a four-year terni in the 

Cuuncil's first year no doubt expedited the process and generated 

encouragement for the fleâgling magazine. In the magazine's first application 

to the Canada Council in June 1957, Editor-in-Chief Jacques Simard's covering 

This is doaimenteci in the Fonds Vie des Arts in editor Jacques Simard's fkst request for funds 
f m  the Canada Council, in September 1957: "...la cdlabortaion était gratule et (qu')il fallait bien 
placer la revue au second plan du travail des cdlaborat eus... ." 

exampie. the Rougier Phmaceutid Company, already a regular advdiser sinœ the eariy 
years, was also a donor, contribuüng $500 in 1966; and archives show communication between 
Steinberg iimiteâ for prol'ected donations. (fonds And& Paradis). 



letter pleads the case for funds to ensure the suMval of the only French- 

language art magazine in North America He a h  emphasized in no uncertain 

ternis that Vie des Arts could help to expand the reach of Canadian culture in 

Quebec. He also makes a case for adding colour pages to Vie des Arts, which 

he deemed abçolutely necessary for a visual arts magazine. k i n g  astute. he 

sent letters with copies of his brief that Fall to members of the Canada Council 

whom Simard knew were from Quebec (Eugène Bussières. Dr. Eustace Morin. 

Georges Vanier and Andrée Paradis). On October 15, confirmation arrived from 

Bussières of a $4,500 grant for the upcoming year. the grant to be paid in two 

installments. The document also contained a proviso that any moneys received 

should not in any way lessen regional or local aid. This would become more of 

a challenge when Vie des Aits would enter into negotiations with Quebec's 

Ministère des Affaires culturelles. tt appears that from 1958 on. Vie des Arts 

regularly received aid from the Canada Council. By 1967, the figure requested 

by the magazine was $24,000. with additional requests for the separate 

publication of artists' monographs and art historical texts. 

Vie des Arts' relationship with the Ministère des Affaires culturelles in Quebec 

began- with the creation of the Ministère in 1961. The first letter in the Vie des 

Arts archives that documents the magazine's appeal for funds from the 

Ministère is dated February 10, 1 964.81 Jacques Simard closes his covering 

- - 

See the Fonds Vie des Arts , financial staternents 1958-1 962. 
The first public acknowledgement of finandai help from either govemment appears on the 

magazÏne's contents page only as of the Winter 1967 iawe (vol. 12 no. 45): 'La revue Vie des 



letter with the following appeal: 'J'espère, cher Monsieur, que vous prendrez 

en considération la place unique qu'occupe notre revue au Canada. ... Elle est 

cependant, à cause de son marché restreint dans le domaine culturel, 

dépendante des subventions de l'État.n82 

Subsequent conespondence shows that overail, the Ministère seemed more 

reluctant than the Canada Council to help support Vie des Arts. However, the 

grant process for the year 1964-1 965 appears tu have been accelerateâ by an 

outside threat. In 1964, it came to the attention of Vie des Arts' editors that 

Canadian Art magazine (viewed as Vie des Arts' English-language counterpart) 

was to be restarted and refinanced by Montreal newspaper publisher John 

McConnell after it failed that year to meet its financial commitments. In a letter to 

the Ministère, Jacques Simard outlines these facts. and pleads for help to keep 

Vie des Arts afloat in view of Canadian Art's privatization and possible 

expansion. The takeover by a Montrealer is quite unfavorably perceived by 

Çimard. who accuses McConnell of American-style financial im perialism in 

Quebec: 'II est tout de même curieux de constater que l'Anglo-saxon qui criait 

si fort contre l'invasion américaine ... s'impose par son 'impérialisme de 

l'argent' dans le Québecn* The result was a quick response from the 

Ministère's Romuald Miville-Deschênes, in which he remarked: 'L'attitude de 

--- - - - - -- - 

est puùiiée avec l'aide du Conseil des Arts du Canada et du Ministem des Affaires aifturelles 
du Quebec." 
~2 Fonds Vie des Arts , letter to Romuald-MMlie Deschênes from Jacques Simard, February 10. 
1964. 
" Fonds Vie des Arts , letter to Romuald-Mlle Deschenes from Jacques Simard. March 4, 1964. 



nos compatriotes anglo-saxons ne surprend nullement la Direction gdnérale 

des arts et des lettres." After several letters to and from various representatives 

of the Ministère, a letter from Minister of Cultural Affairs Pierre Laporte arrived 

with a cheque for $5,200 in exchange for 1,300 subscrïptions to Vie des Arts to 

be expedited to the Délégation générale du Quebec in Paris and to the 

Ministère in Québec City? 

As of 1965, however, correspondence between Vie des Arts and the Ministère 

showed çome s'train. Andrée Paradis, by then newly-appointed as Editor-in- 

Chief (and now an exCanada Council mernber), constantly chastised the 

Ministère for its poor show in terms of financial support - the grants were never 

sufficient and did not measure up to those of the Canada Council. Aware of the 

politics of the situation, Andrée Paradis aligned Vie des Arts with the Lesage 

government's desire to build a modem Quebec culture: "...nous croyons ... que 

nous pouvons aider à la longue a cr6er un véritable milieu artistique au 

Québec; nous croyons aussi, que nous pouvons amener nos artistes a réaliser 

leur part de resp~nsabilités."~ Funds were su bsequently granted in most years. 

but were never won without a great deal of ink flowing between the two 

concerned parties. 

t is important to signal that Vie des Arts' relationship with both the Canada 

Council and the Ministère des Affaires culturelles was representative, in both 

Fonds Vie des Arts , letter dated November 19, 1964. 



cases, of the state's newly instituted policies with regard to cultural affairs. On 

the one hand, the creation of the Canada Council validated the 

Canadianization of culture as an antidote to the spread of American m a s  

culture; and on the other, the institutionalization of Quebec culture by the 

Lesage govemment's Ministère des affaires culturelles was an attempt to 

inscribe art and culture within the realm of democratic public discourse. In 

Quebec especially, the cultural revolution had prepared the way for a 

recognition of the arts as invaluable to the creation of a national identity. 

Georges-Émile Lapalme, Quebec's Cuitural Aff airs Minister from 1 96 1 to 1 964, 

would perceive modernism in the arts as adjunct to the modernization of 

Quebec society and as a syrnbol of the struggle for Québécois eman~ipation.~~ 

Vie des Arts, as an emerging -magazine during this watershed era for modern 

Canadian culture, benefiied from the new state policies at both the federal and 

provincial levels, and perhaps set a precedent in its capability to assirnilate the 

inherent similarïties and contradictions of the two govemments' respective 

objectives. 

The second outside income source that needs to be examined is the 

magazine's advertising revenues. Throughout Vie des Arts' first decade, the 

nurnber, if not necessarily the variety, of its advertisers grew as the magazine 

found its voice and stabilized its readership. As the magazine evolved from its 

early days as a regional, black-and-white outgrowth of Arts et Pensée to a pan- 

= Fonds V i e  , Arlsner to Pierre Laporte, data January 21.1965. 
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Canadian. full-color cultural institution, so did the nature of its advertising 

content change, to finally stabilizing into a typical art magazine mix of gallery 

ads and corporate messages. A three-issue analysis of advertising content 

spanning the first ten years (issue 1, Winter 1956; issue 14. Spring 1958, and 

issue 39, Sumrner 1965) reveals a rapid increase in advertisers in the first years 

and a leveling off by the end of the decade: the ratio of advertising to editorial 

rose frorn 1% in the first issue to 22.5% in issue 14, and marked only a slight 

increase to 25% in issue 39. Needless to say, an improved visual presentation, 

colour reproduction and more photographs al1 played a part in attracting 

advertisers. The analysis also underlined the importance of certain advertising 

sectors compared to others. For example, in issue 1, advertising is evenly split 

between cultural (galleries and institutions) and retail (shops, bookstores, etc.) 

at 44% each of ad space. In issue 14 the split becomes 33% cornpared with 

29%, with another 29% for corporate advertisers, while in issue 39 the cultural 

sector ads rise to 5996, while the balance between the number of cultural sector 

ads and the space they occupy balances out at 59% and 56%. 

In Me des Arts' first issue, advertising reflects the magazine's connection to the 

clergy-influenced Arts et Pensée in text-only ads from Willis Montreal (a 

distributor of musical instruments which in this instance advertises its selection 

of church organs and bells; plate 2) and Les Ateliers Saint-Grégoire de 

l'apostolat liturgique (a religious art and book distributor; plate 2) which were 

Couture, Les arts visuels au Québec dans les années soixante, p. 13. 
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clearly directed ad readers with affiliations to religious institutions. The first few 

issues alço include a number of government and institutionai ads in the form of 

public seMce announcernents, inviting people to consult the provincial archives 

(Secrétariat de la Province), declaring endorsement of the preservation of the 

patrimoine (Commission des monuments et sites historiques du Québec), or 

simply describing its various learning institutions (Conservatoire de musique. 

Insütut des Arts appliqués, etc.) 

By the 1960s. as mas-market advertising became a force to be reckoned with 

by both readers and the media. Vie des Arts became more sophisticated in its 

strategies to attract advertisers. A now well-worn technique was the "special 

issuen, in which advertisers were rallied around a special theme, exhibition or 

event. Issues 32 (Fall 1963) and 38 (Spring 1965). on France and ltaly 

respectively, are representative of this trend. The 'Frenchn issue contains 

articles on exhibitions of French art in Montreal, the Paris school, Delacroix and 

contemporary French industrial design; as well as full-page ads from the 

Compagnie Transatlantique (shipping; plate 3); and the Comité National des 

vins de France. The 'ltaliann issue is a celebration of al1 things Italian. from 

Roman mosaics to contemporary ltalian art and architecture, to olive groves 

(Gattuso); wine (Italvine); and the cornforts of air travel (Alitalia - 'Le seul bon 

chemin qui mbne Rome"); in its advertising pages. 



As in most art magazines. Vie des Arts' advertising content was dependent from 

its beginnings on local galleries buying space. The relationship is evidently 

symbiotic, with one party happily abçorbing the advertising revenues while the 

other benefits from a captive market. In the case of Vie des Arts during the 

1950s and 1960s. the relationship flourished: Vie des Arts was, aside from the 

daily newspapers, probably the most promising venue for commercial galleries 

to display their wares. More importantly. Vie des ARS came along at a time 

when the Montreal area was enjoying a downtown gallery boom largely justified 

by the importance placed on painting as the era's most revered fom of 

expression. From a handful of galleries in the late forties. the Montreal gallery 

scene after 1956 had expanded to offer as many galleries as could absorb the 

era's remarkable diversity of painting ~ t y l e s . ~  Galerie Agnès Lefort was the first 

gallery to advertise in the magazine (issue l),  and was followed by others which 

would become the magazine's core of gallery advertisers over its first decade: 

Agnès Lefort. Denyse Delrue, Waddington, Dominion and Monique de Groot. 

However, such a happy symbiosis does not escape the question of patronage: 

did Vie des Arts favor its most regular advertisers with more frequent show 

reviews? lt does appear that the magazine's most frequent gallery advertisers 

(Dominion, Agnès Lefort and Monique de Groot), can also be counted amongst 

those most reviewed, but it is impossible to determine whether this is due to 

these galleries' more frequent exhibitions and dominance in the art marketplace 

or in fact to preferential treatment. 

See Helene Sicotte, "Un Btat de la diffusion des arts visuels à Montr6al- Les années cinquante: 



A magazine's design and production values are often inextricably Iinked to itç 

financial health. This was certainly tnie in the case of Vie des Arts because of 

its availability on news stands. As well, the 1950s and 1960s saw tremendous 

improvernents in the magazine printing industry, but these were only available if 

grants were obtained, advertising revenues flourished and circulation was 

rnaintained. As the magazine's viability as an established publication became 

more secure, additional money muid be transferred to the enhancement of its 

appearance - a preoccupation which was a high pr i~r i ty .~  Colour first 

appeared in Vie des Arts in the third issue of its second year (no. 7, Summer 

1957) through the generosity of the Company Festivals de Montréal, a theatrical 

promotion Company which allowed the magazine eight pages of colour 

reproductions in addition to the inclusion of its seasonal programag The 

availability of colour, better overall reproduction, increased accessibility of 

design tools (typefaces, photo enlarging, spot colour, etc.) and more efficient 

printing methods were dl factors which helped to change Vie des Arts' 

appearance over its first ten years. In an effort to remain current in the eyes of 

its readership. Vie des Arts mirrored magazine design trends: from a strictly 

black-and-white, scholarly format with a conservative design grid in 1956, it had 

evolved, by 1966. to a full-colour, larger magazine with a progressive design 

layout. 

lieux et chronologie," Journal of Canadian Art Hiiorv, vol. 16 no. 2. pp. 41 -76. 
Jacques Simard, in his 1957 kief to the Canada Counail. aisists on the importance of cdour for 

an art magazine: 'La direction de la revue voudrait dans chaque numéro 6tbdier l'oeuvre d'un 
peintre influent. Comment le faire sans couleur? La couleur est essentielle." 
80 lbid. 



The responsibility for the magazine's production and design rested upon its Art 

Director, Claude Beaulieu. His tasks were nurnerous: design, layout, 

production. photo editing and printing supenhsion. He also designed most of 

the advertisements su that they would not jar with the "art magazinen context but 

rather in some way enhance it For example an entire series of full-page 

corporate advertisements. from issue 7 through issue 32, for Vie des Arts' 

pnnting house Pierre DesMarais. includes visual references to the history of 

printed communication: Babylonian cuneiform inscription, a medieval 

illuminated manuscript, a 15th-century French depiction of a printing workshop 

and so on (plates 4, 5. 6, 7). A great number of advertisers benefited from 

Beaulieu's determination to create a visuaily coherent magazine. 6y the mid- 

sixties. while still operating on a restricted budget, Vie des Arts had developed a 

balanced mixture of visual appeal and informed content to simultaneously 

uphold its credibility as an art publication and deliver a pleasurable reading 

experience to its growing audience. 



Chapter 3 

Content as discourse: the Quebec perspective 

Une oeuvre peut Btre le moment de vent6 d'un peuple, d'une avil i~ation.~ 

This aphorism from the Plasticiens' 1955 Manifesto reveals the degree of 

importance which certain factions of the contemporary art milieu in Quebec 

placed on artistic production. The statement, written by critic and Vie des Arts 

columnist Rodolphe de Repentigny, acknowledges the liberating impulse of art 

and recognizes the value of its role in shaping society. One can sense the 

liberal humanism upon which such a statement was certainly f~unded.~' The 

m e  liberal humanism could be said to have given shape to Vie des Arts, and, 

as can be deduced through an analysis of its content from 1956 to 1966. Vie 

des Arts also placed signlcant value on contemporary Quebec art The 

magazine's educational mission vis-à-vis the public, its involvement in the art 

milieu. and its untiring promotion of local artists is well-represented in the 

choices it made regarding content. 

From "Aphorismes Plasticiensn in 'Manifeste des PIssticiens."l955. ref. Carani, L'oeil de la 
çrm p. 233. 
QI tt is more productive here to avaid reading a nationalist sub-text into the Plastiaen's aphdsm. as 
the peuple and civilisation desctibed hem seem to exist more in a Borduaesque, Refus Global 
sense than in any contemporary context within which we may be ternpted to interpret it. 
Regarding the hurnanist basis of the Plasticien manifesto. see Carani's work on Repentigny (L'oeil 
de la critiaue), in wtiich she traces aie aitic's philosophical influences to exktentialisrn (Sartre and 
Camus) and Bergson, ieading Repentigny to work within a Ihouvel dpistéme humanisten (pp. 75- 
76). 



Quebec art versus Canadian art: geography as culture 

One of the first areas to examine in order to establish Vie des Arts' contribution 

to the discourse within the boundaries of Canadian. if not Quebec, culture, is the 

geographical provenance of the art to presented as content of its articles. Vie 

des Arts, as the only continuous Quebec publication wRh the means of 

reproduction (and the mandate) to offer visual testimony to contemporary art. 

was positioned to play an important role in shaping public opinion about art 

The magazine's presentation of historical art was perhaps less crucial in 

contem porary ternis because of past accessibility (if samewhat Iim ited) in 

books, exhibition catalogues and collections; nevertheles, the editoriai slant 

given to historical content could still be construed as an influence on public 

opinion. 

The "geographical provenancen of the art reproduced and discussed within the 

pages of Vie des Arts' during the first ten years can al- be interpreted as 

"cultural provenance", if contextualized within the Canadian cultural and 

political framework. Given the inherent duality of the Canadian cultural 

landscape, R is natural to assume geographical boundaries as representing a 

division between Quebec and the rest of Canada. Similarly, given Quebec's 

lingu istic and historical parameters, consideration must be given to continen ta1 

Europe (especially France) as a major category in analyzing Vie des Arts' 



content. while AmerÏcan art is factored in as an essential element of the analysis 

because of its perceived domination of artistic trends during the post-war 

decades as well as itç physical proximity. Articles on Canadian native art and 

non-Western art are also included in this overview, in an attempt to determine 

the scope of Vie des Arts' editorial policy. 

An analysis of the geographicallcultural breakdown of Vie des Arts' contents 

revealed, not surprisingly. a fairly hig h percentage (37%) of the magazine's 

feature articles to be about art (both historical and contemporaiy) produced in 

Quebec. The amount of European art is fairly high (27.6%). while Canadian 

(non-Quebec) art, at just under 12%. falls well below European content. Native 

and non-Western art make up the remaining percentage. That the percentage 

for Canadian art is l e s  than half of that for European art speaks for the strength 

of Quebec's European cultural and linguistic ties - and perhaps. as well, for a 

lingering, colonial perception of foreign culture as a superior and therefore 

more desirable model. This does not, however, directly address the relatively 

low representation of Canadian art in Vie des Arts. A comparative analysis of 

the content of Çanadian Art magazine revealed a similar attitude towards the art 

of Quebec: 8% of Canadian Art's feature articles between 1956 and 1966 were 

about Quebec art. To be fair, and in an attempt to stem the creation of a too- 

broadly drawn QuebecIcanada dichotomy, Canadian Art had a much larger 

tenitory to cover in assuming the responsibility of panCanadian coverage; 

nevertheless, if one accepts the historical importance subsequently placed on 



developments which occurred in the post-war Montreal art milieu, from Borduas 

to the later Plasticiens, as well as those in Western Canada (Emma Lake) and 

Toronto (Painters Eleven), it is dear hat the lack of reciprocal average both in 

Vie des Arts and Canadian Art reflected each magazine's agenda: Vie des Arts 

to promote and support art which was probably perceived as 'regional" by 

Canadian Art; and Canadian Art to allot relatively equal, if lesser, space to art 

from the various cultural centres across the country.92 

The most rem arkable statistic in the geog raph ical/cuItu raI provenance analysis. 

however, belongs to the category of American art, which garnered l e s  than 1 % 

of feature articles for the entire decade. Only two feature articles at the end of 

the magazine's first decade (this excluding exhibition reviews) attem pt to 

explore movements which influenced American art: 'Le monde du Popn, by 

Melvin Charney (issue 36,) and 'Vers une nouvelle esthétique industriellen, by 

Femande Saint-Martin (issue 39). There are no discussions on American 

artists, and no features on Abstract Expressionism or the New York School. The 

lack of attention paid to Amencan art in the pages of Vie des Arts can be 

interpreted as evidence of the Quebec art milieu's bias towards a Paris-defined 

modernism. At a tirne when America was rernaking the art world in its own 

when the supremacy of European art was being in part jeopardized by 

- - 

02 At the very end of the decade. during the proGanada frenzy sunounding the country's 
centennial and Expo '67, Vie des Arts would devote major artides to art from cultural centers 
across Canada. See vol. 1 O, issue 44. 
g, A pen>sai of eariy suties issues of Art in America revealed the extent to which a magazine wuld 
go to build a favourabie perception of Amdcan art and seaire its place in the community at large. 
Adists were invited to participate in the magazine's agenda lhrough magazine-sponsored 



critic Clement Greenberg 's broadside declarations in favor of Amencan art.04 

Quebec seems to have sought to maintain its European roots. validating its 

passage into modemity by re-interpreting the European modernist canon. In a 

1956 Vie des Aris article on Quebec painter Jean-Paul Riopelle, Rodolphe de 

Repentigny criticized Jackson Pollock's work, and by extension most 

contemporary American painting, for its traces of biomorphic figuration which, 

for Repentigny, translated into a faithless attachrnent to atavistic figurative 

impulses at the expense of true abstra~tion.~~ Repentigny disliked American 

abstraction as not geometric enough. This refutation of the Amencan abstract 

expressionkt esthetic would alço colour Repentigny's opinion of Toronto's 

Painters Eleven, whose works he would criticire as being filtered through a 

New York-derived sensibility." if Repentigny's opinion, given his position as a 

respected critic and his alignrnent with geometric abstraction (as well as his 

antagonisrn towards geçtural abstraction, even in Quebec) represented a 

conscious effort to validate the tradition of European influence in Quebec - 

particularly Mondrian-inspired geometric abstraction - at the expense of 

American tendencies, then the exclusion of American art from the pages of Vie 

des Arts can be seen as an endorsement of these values. lt is interesting to 

- - -- -- 

cornpetitions ("Coins by Sculptas. Painters' Playing Cards." vol. 51 no. 2 , April 1963; Ceramics 
by Twelve Artists," vol. 52 no. 6, Decernber 1964). The common belief at Art in Arnetica was that 
The best arüsts of our time shouid be involved in the everyday life of the people and that this 
concept should be encouraged by the government" (from %oins by Sculptors," portfdio 
pref ace). 
" Grwnberg's vkws entered the realm of m a s  culture when a magazine published his 
appraisal of Jadcson Pollock in the late 1940s. See Denise Leclerc, The Crisis of Abstraction in 
Canada. the 1950s (Oitawa: the National Gallery of Canada 1992). p. 394. 
"L'art tellurique de RMpelle." Vie des Arts, voi. 1 no. 5. ALso see~kani ,  L'oeil de la cnticiue, pp. 
156-57. 



note tbat the same tendencies were reflected in the acquisition policies of 

Montreal's Musée d'art contemporain during itsfirst few years: in the mid-sixties, 

during the tenure of the museum's first director, Guy Robert, the MAC would 

acquire 59% of its works frorn outside Quebec and Canada. and of this 

percentage, only 5% of artworks were from the US, while 34% were from 

France, 6% from Belgium and the rest from other European countr ie~.~~ Guy 

Robert. a decade later, would reflect on the period: '... la scène artistique 

québécoise se trouve désormais coincée entre la traditionnelle vénération de 

l'art européen, surtout français. et l'arrogante pression d'un art américain qui 

s'enivre de son récent tri~rnphe."~ 

Contemporaty art: the drift to wards formaiism 

Given that over half (52.5%) of feature articles in Vie des Arts from 1956 to 1966 

were devoted to contemporary art, and recognizing the intensity of the debate 

surrounding l'art vivant in Quebec during this period, its is necessary to furîher 

qualify Vie des Arts' position on conternporary art in order to determine the 

magazine's impact on the surrounding discourse. Statistics reveafed that 

during Vie des Arts' first ten years. 39% of its feature articles were devoted to 

non-figurative art. Out of this figure, between 25% and 30% of articles were 

- - 

Carani., L'oeil de la uitiaue, p. 159. 
" See Jocelyne Connoly, "Le Mus& d'art contemporain de Montrbal - DBcideun et tendances 
Mo-esthétiques de la collection." Journal of Canadian Art Historv. vol. 16 no.1 (1994). pp. 36. 



concerned with expressionist and Automatiste-derived painting, while around 

10% were devoted to geometric abstraction. 

During the decade of the Quiet Revolution, Quebec sodety's conscious effort to 

distance itseif from the past, begun at the cultural level by the Refus Global in 

1948, resulted in a series of breaks and oppositions that wouid polarize the 

visual arts comrnunity, especially in M~nt rea l .~~  The first of these occurred 

between I W  vivant and academicism, a polemic which was f urther exacerbated 

by the opposition of figurative and non-figurative painting. As non-figurative 

painting gained ground with the success of the Automatistes (critic Guy Robert 

would later write that during the late 1950s and early 1960s, roughly 90% of 

exhibitions in Montreal showed non-figurative works), another break occurred 

within the camp of abstraction between what çome critics called 'lyrical 

abstraction" encompassing works which followed the Automatiste model, and 

the more rigorous approach of geometric abstraction as represented by the 

Plasticiens. According to Marie Carani in her analysis of the period, '...Au 

moment de l'exposition L'Art abstrait (1 959)' l'abstraction géométrique a ainsi 

supplanté définitivement la peinture cosmique comme le pôle d'attraction de la 

jeune peinture m~ntréalaise."'~ Most critics, however, continued to favor the 

abstraction lyrique current until around mid-deczde, when the Seconds 

- - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - 

" Robert, L'art au Qu6bec dewis 1940, p. 13-1 4. 
'Sec Cerani, 'Les dbbats esth6tiques au sein de h critique d'art rnontr6alaise," Chapter 1 in 
L'oeil de la critiaue (pp. 21 -46)' for a detailed picture of the situation. 
'O0lJg. ,  p. 22. 



Plasticiens became generaily recognized as representing l'art vivant in Quebec 

painting.I0' 

R should be noted, though, that the transfer of theoretical and intellectual 

authority from lyricai to geometric abstraction did not take place without its share 

of incendiary debate (which took place rnoçtly in newspaper reviews and 

c~lurnns).'~ Vie des Arts, considering its self-irnposed mandate as a generalist 

publication covering al1 aspects of artistic production. stayed clear of the more 

militant aspects of these debates but was nevertheless drawn into the broader 

aspects of the discourse. tt is significant that Claude Picher, who would 

vehemently denounce abstract art (both expressionist and geometric) 

throughout the1 950s, held a place on Vie des Arts' first issue masthead - and, 

concurrently, mat the Crst issue of the magazine did not carry one reproduction 

of an abstract work. However, by 1958 (Picher was no longer on the masthead 

as of the summer of 1957), Vie des Arts was regularly publishing features on 

abstract expressionist and automatiste-influenced work, and the magazine 

published a commemorative Borduas issue shortly after the painter's death in 

1960. 

lm Marie-Syivie HBbert, Ya réception de la peinture formaliste montr6alaise (1 965-1 970) : art et 
identit6 nationale." in Couture, Les arts visuels dans les ann6es soixante. p 149. 

For an o v e ~ e w  of these debates. see Carani in L'oeii de la criti~ue. Chapter 2. pp. 47-73. 



Theoretician Fernande Saint-Martin is recognized as having brought Vie des 

Arts readers a first thorough critical interpretation of hard-edge abstraction. lm - 
Her articles include 'Vers une nouvelle esthétique industrielle: L'illusion 

optique de l'Op aK (Summer 1965; plate 8); 'Mondrian ou un nouvel espace 

pictura" (Summer 1966); and 'Le dynamisme des Plasticiens de Montréaln (Fall 

1966). Saint-Martin's close links to the Seconds Plasticiens and her thorough 

grasp of the Montreal group's innovative approach to the problems of abçtract 

art helped to forge hard-edge abstraction's hold on the Montreal art world, and 

Vie des Arts was her instrument in this endeavor. In generai, however, Quebec 

critics were reluctant to endorse geometric abstraction, which may explain its 

rather late appearance in the pages of Vie des Arts. 

Vie des Arts' drift from strict coverage of lyrical abstraction in the late 1950s to 

enthusjastic support of formalist abstraction by the mid-sixties was a 

progression which was echoed in other areas of the Montreal art milieu. The 

Musée d'art contemporain de Montréal, for instance, during the tenure of its first 

director Guy Robert from 1964 to 1966, faileâ to acquire any contemporary 

fomalist works, preferring to concentrate its acquisitions on abstract 

expressionist and automatiste-influenced paintings. The museum would begin 

to acquire abstract geometric works later on in the decade, under the direction 

of Gilles Hénault.lm Vie des Arts should be recognized, however. as a 

specialized forum welcoming the new formalist tendencies in Montreal painting 

H6bert. 'La réception de la peinture formaliste h MontrBal" in Couture. p. 165. 



through its exhibition coverage and its articles by Repentigny and Saint-Martin. 

Given the literary tradition of art cnticism and analysis. however, one must 

remember that sirnilar discussion was occuning in the newspapers. 

Was the medium the message? 

A statistical breakdown of the art represented in Vie des Arts' pages by category 

of medium would at first glance seem to be of little relevance in the general 

wntext of cultural discourse. However, analysis revealed that certain areas 

beyond the traditional categories of painting and sculpture were given added 

value. reflecting the concems and aspirations of a society in transition between 

its past and its accession to modernity. 

StatistÏcs bear out the dominance of painting in the pst-war decades: over 

35% of Vie des Arts' feature articles from 1956 to 1966 were devoted to the 

work of artists for whom it was the primary form of expression, whether 

contemporary or historical. Sculpture (1 0%) and architecture (1 5.4%) make for 

roughly another quarter of the content; and just over 5% is devoted to the 

miscellaneous (folk and religious traditions in the arts) and the perfoning arts 

(music, theatre. dance, cinema). Features on printmaking, pottery, and fibre art 

-- pp 

la Connoly. 'Le M d  d'arl contemporain de Monb6al," p. 37. 
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as well as industrial design, however, exceeded both those on architecture and 

those on sculpture: 19% of feature articles belong to this group. 

The fairly high percentage of coverage Vie des Arts gave to architecture in the 

wake of the theoretical debates surrounding easel painting at the time c m  be 

construed as representative of the dichotomy between tradition and modemity 

which charactefized Quebec society during the fifties and early sixties. The 

result, in the magazine's pages, was a vivid concern with the recognition (if not 

preservation) of Quebec's pre-Conquest architectural patrimoine, coupled with 

a support of the new urban landscape emulating the canons of modernist 

universality. As the decade advanced under the aegis of the Quiet Revolution, 

the magazine published features on the new structures which were quickly 

altering Montreal's skyline, such as the C. 1.L (Canadian Industries Limited) 

building and Place Victoria. Wflh the increase of state participation in cultural 

affairs during the sixties, architecture gained an increasingly public profile and 

visual artistç such as Jean-Paul Mousseau and Micheline Beauchemin were 

able to articulate their modemity in projects that sought to integrate the arts into 

the architectural context through rnurals, stained glas, tapestries etc. - a 

direction which had already attracted critical support from Rodolphe de 

Repentigny dunng the 1 9 5 0 ~ . ~ ~ ~  

See Carani, L'oeil de la cntiaue. p. 192. 



The push-pull effect between tradition and modernity, between the regional and 

the universallinternational, was most particularl y represented in the 

renaissance of certain categories of the applied and decorative arts - an 

occurrence which, according to Quebec art historian RoseMarie Arbour, was a 

peculiarly QuBbécois transitional syrnûdad The resurgence of rural practices 

such as tapestry, ceramics and rug hooking as acceptable foms of modemist 

art linked Quebec's cultural heritage to a progressive vision of the new society. 

Articles in Vie des Arts on tapestry (Micheline Beauchemin, issue 14; Mariette 

Rousseau-Vermette, issue 36). ceramics (Suzanne Guité, issue 40) and other 

forms of craft-inspired work reflected this trend. The impulse to attach modemist 

values to traditional craft and folk practices found favor within the post-Quiet 

Revolution govemment agenda. Paul Gérin-Lajoie, Youth Minister in Lesage's 

cabinet in 1960, would reflect: 

Le gouvernement du Québec a l'intention de prouver qu'il ne reste 
pas indifférent la renaissance de l'art décoratif chez nous. dont 
la tradition s'était perdue depuis longtemps ... Le public acheteur 
se tourne vers les oeuvres de chez nous. qui ne sont pas 
inférieures à une multitude d'oeuvres  étrangère^.'^^ 

Printmaking was another medium outside painting which found favor in the 

pages of Vie des Arts and which aso fostered a characteristically Québécois 

link to an artisan tradition via a European model - in this case printrnaking 

traditions in France. The magazine published, in its 1959 Christmas issue, a 

RoseMarie hbwr  ulntégra!ion de I'art & l'architectureu in Couture, Les arts visuels au Quebec 
Pans les années soixante, pp. 227-273. 



seminal feature article which would introduce its readership to the French 

ateliertradition of printmaking.lm Titled 'Aux ateliers Desjobertsn, the article by 

Roland Giguère gives a detailed description of printmaking techniques and 

features works by Albert Dumouchel, Léon Bellefleur. Paul Vanier Beaulieu and 

Bernard Vanier. al1 Quebec arüsts who had spent time at the Desjoberts studio 

(plate 9). Modem printrnaking in Quebec would occupy an important role in the 

visual artç milieu during the sixties - another manifestation of the vital link to 

Europe despite the proximity of the US art world. which no doubt for many 

Quebec artiçts represented a world without tradition.'= 

Cumrnunicating the message. 

A magazine's relevance to its readership is dependent on its content, but 

successfully reaching and maintaining a magazine's readership depends to a 

significant degree upon editorial approach. The types of articles chosen play 

an important role in establishing the magazine's style and. in retrospect, can 

draw a fairly accurate profile of the readership the magazine wishes to attract 

and hold. Vie des Arts' self-professed mandate to build a Québécois audience 

'07 Quoted in Arbour, "Intégration de l'art I'architedure", Les arts visuels au Ou6bec dans les 
pnnées soixante, p. 262. 

'Aux Ateliers Desjoberts," vol. 4 no. 17. 
lm See Michde Grandbois. 'Les ateliers de grawre parisiens et les artistes du Québec", in Carani, 
ed., Des lieux de mhoire: Identit6 et culture modernes au Quebec , pp. 205.206. 



for the visual arts can be fumer quaiified, and its targeted readership more 

accurately defined. by examining its editorial presentation style. 

The ten years of Vie des Arts surveyed, from 1956 to 1 966, present a picture of 

a magazine whose editorial style was effectively balanced to interest a general 

readership. Feature article categories are numerous, ranging from criticism and 

theory to interviews, historical features and articles on collections and markets, 

with a fair division between thematic and monographic topics (60% and 40%. 

respectively). S pecial seasonal issues, such as the yearl y Christmas issues 

(plates 10, 11). many of which focused on religious art or crafts. as well as the 

theme issues rnentioned above in relation to advertising revenues. were 

frequently published, helping to generate reader interest through time-specific 

events. Throughout its first decade, Vie des Arts published a variety of these. 

devoting entire issues to special events such as the Brussels World's Fair (issue 

11, Summer 1958; plate 12), or to the art of a specific region when Canadian 

artists were invited to exhibit: the Spring 1958 issue (no. 10) on tapestry in 

Europe was built around Canadian tapestry in the Canadian ambassador's 

residence in Paris and the Spring 1964 issue (no. 34) on Spanish art revolved 

around five Canadian painters exhibithg at the Galliera Museum. The fairly 

high percentage of features on historical art and related subjects (38% of 

feature articles), spanning al1 media from painting to architecture and applied 

arfSt once again reflects not only Vie des Arts' generalist approach. but alço its 

interest in conse~ing links with the past as it sought to build an audience for 



Quebec contemporary art. Artists' interviews and studio visits (4.3% of articles) 

cuntributed a degree of accessibility and human interest. aiding to counteract 

the purely descriptive or critical perspective of other feature articles. 

Criticism (18.7% of features) and articles focusing on issues in contemporary art 

(10% of features) together made up close to 30Y0 of Vie des Arts' content. The 

figure reflects the magazine's desire to participate in the affairs of the artistic 

cornmunity, and defines Me des A@ as a vehicle for artists and critics to voice 

their opinions and concerns. Frorn articles on the state of contemporary 

architecture ("Enquête sur l'architecture contemporainew, issue 2) and local 

trends in painting ("L'École de Montréal existeu, issue 23) to museurn 

presentations by curators ('La Galerie nationale. un musée vivant!" by Jean- 

René Ostiguy, issue 19; and 'Premier bilan du Musée d'art contemporain de 

Montréal" by Guy Robert, issue 41), Vie des Arts published a wide range of 

criticism and issue-oriented pieces, becoming a somewhat more reflective 

alternative to the confrontational writing style these critics might espouse when 

wrïting newspaper articles or columns - one thinks of Claude Picher and Jean 

Paul Lemieux's presentation of La Société des arts plastiques in Vie des Arts' 

first issue, or Rodolphe de Repentigny on Painters Eleven ('Le Groupe des 

Onze", issue 12). 

Approximately 7% of articles focused on art collections both at home and 

abroad. Articles on the collections of Georges P. Vanier ('Autour d'une 



collection", issue 13,) and of Dr. Paul iarivi6re ("Un collectinoneur presente sa 

collection", issue 20; and 'Dernières acquisitions du Docteur Larivière", issue 

25), and on foreign collections (7Wlexions sur la Collectin Robinson-Niarkosn. 

issue 8; and 'La Chase Manhattan Bank, un écrin monumental pour oeuvres 

d'aK, issue 42), introduced readers to local collectors and also served as 

windows ont0 important European and American collections. However, the 

date of contemporary art collecting in Montreal during the 1950s and 1960s 

was, in the words of critic Guy Robert, "neither too spectacular nor too 

spec~lative."'~~ Robert described the market as unpredictable and not fully 

commercially developed, in spite of numerous exhibitions and the increasing 

number of galleries. with younger buyers showing most of the interest. The role 

of Vie des Arts in helping to develop the local art market cannot be estimated. 

but its presence as a parallel exhiblion forum and as one of the few existing 

advertising vehicles for galleries no doubt contributed to generating a certain 

degree of actiwty in this area. 

In discusçing Vie des Arts' presentation style, the issue of language mu& also 

be noted. tî appears that in the first half of the decade, the magazine held no 

strict restriction on ianguage: articles by anglophone writers were published 

sporadicaily in English from 1956 to 1961 (for a total of 2.5% of feature articles 

in the first decade). Examples of English language articles include 'Painting in 

Quebec, The Older Traditions" by Robert Ayre (issue 5); The Twentieth Century 

- - - - 

lm Guy Robert, Gcole de Montr6aln situations et tendances (MontrBal: Éditions du centre de 



Diçoovers the Object" by Evan H. Turner (issuel7); and 'Norman McLaren - 
Artist with Film" by Anne McDermot (issuel6). After 1961, however, English- 

language articles cease to appear. and by the Winter of 1962 (issue 19) a 

section was set aside at the end of each issue for English translations of feature 

articles in surnmary fom. This policy would be effective until June 1986, when 

the magazine adopted a French-only format. 

Columns and reviews 

Throughout its first decade Vie des Arts published columns and reviews as a 

parallel complement to its feature articles. The magazine reviewed not only the 

visual arts but alço, at various periods and more sporadically, the Quebec 

literary scene, theatre, music and film. None of these, however, would surpass 

gallery and museurn reviews in depth and consistency, and this more and more 

as the visual arts (still including architecture but not, for instance. the perfaming 

arts) came to define Vie des Arts' profile towards the end of the decade. Books 

on art were fairly consistently reviewed throughout the decade, while 

commentary on the Quebec Iiterary scene, provided by WiMrid Lemoine. was 

regularly included only from issue 7 (Summer 1957) to issue 15 (Surnmer 

1959). Theatre reviews were included from the first issue in the fall of 1956 to 

issue 19 in the summer of 1960, while a later column on cinema written by 

psychologie et de pédagogie, 1964), p 4. 



Quebec film-rnaker Jacques Godbout was short-lived, appearing only from 

issue 32 (Fall 1963) to issue 39 (Summer 1965). Musical performances 

('serious" music only), however, were reviewed throughout the decade but 

again only sporadically. 

Gallery and museum reviews appeared in every issue of Vie des Arts, with 

coverage of several shows in the same issue as is customary in most art 

magazines. Reviews throughout the ten-year period were often written by staff 

members such as Claude Beaulieu, Jacques Folch-Ribas, Eddy MacFarlane, 

Gérard Morisset, Andree Paradis and Claude Picher. Of these. Jacques Folch- 

Ribas was the most prolific: his reviews began in issue 11 (Summer 1958). and 

appeared regularly until he left the magazine in 1965; from 1962 until 1965, he 

was listed on the masthead as Secrétaire des chroniques (1 962) and Chef des 

chroniques. Andrde Paradis contributed book reviews on a fairly regular basis 

from issue 4 (Fall 1956) throughout the decade. The magazine alço attracted 

reviewers whose critical influence was already at work in the Quebec art milieu, 

such as Repentigny, Guy Robert and Yves Robillard. Repentigny reviewed 

Canadian and Quebec contemporary art from the magazine's second issue 

(Spring 1956) until the Fall of 1959."' Guy Robert signed approxirnately 35 

reviews in Vie des Arts from issue 20 (Fall 1960) to issue 35 (Summer 1 964); 

and Yves Robillard, who in 1966 would join Vie des Arts' staff and go on to 

become art critic at La Presse and a rnember of the avant-garde Fusion des Arts 

"' For a C i  of Repenligny's miüngs, see Casani, pp. 239-261 . 



group in the late sixties, reviewed for Vie des Arts from issue 37 (Wnter 1964) to 

issue 41 (Winter 1966). 

The content of Vie des Arts'columns and reviews, in terms of critical position or 

aesthetic preference and the relationship of the magazine's critics with the 

Montreal art milieu, would demand a separate, in-depth analysis. For the 

purposes of this overall study. however, it is fair to assume, from analysis of the 

reviews' subjects (which here include not only artists and their works but also 

the galleries whose shows were reviewed) that Vie des Arts reviewed 

contem porary art aimost exclusively. lncluded in the galleries most often 

reviewed were a number of Montreal contemporary art galleries: Galerie Agnes 

Lefort, Galerie Libre and Galerie Monique de Groot as well as the Galerie XII at 

the Montreal Museum of Fine Artç.'13 Canadian art outside Quebec was also 

consistently reviewed, with commercial galleries in Toronto (Moss Gallery, 

Roberts Gallery) and museums in other Canadian cfties (The Public Library Art 

Gallery, Regina; the Public Library and Art Museum, London, Ontario) counting 

among the galleries most often reviewed in the magazine. In ail, from 1956 to 

1966, Vie des Arts reviewed shows from 16 different galleries in Toronto and 25 

more galleries in the rest of Canada - figures which, when compared to the 34 

Montreal galleries the magazine chose to review during the same time period, 

demonstrates the magazine's interest in bringing Canadian art to its readers. 

' j 2  H M  in Les arts visuels au Québec dans les années soixante, p. 134. 
Il3 See Siootte, "ün Btat de la diffusion des arîs visuels & Montrbal - Les années anquante: lieux 
et chronologie". 
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Galleries abroad did not fare as well, no doubt due to physical distance: only 

two European galleries were reviewed, both in France. Galleries in the US, 

with only three reviews, despite Montreal's proximity to New York and New 

England centers, were virtually excluded. 



Chapter 4 

A decade in modernism 

A l'heure où le fosse se creuse plus profond entre un certain art, qui est légitime, et un certain 

public qui ne demande qu'a comprendre mais qui n'en a pas toujours le pouvoir, le moment n'est 

pas B la quereUe plus ou moins steriie, mais à I'aàion éducative. 

-La direction, Éditorial, Vie des Arts, Premier numéro, Janvier-Fdvrierl956 

L'art, comme à toute époque de transition, est un catalyseur de premier plan. S'il n'est pas 

toujours facile de d6fricher son langage, il n'est pas moins vrai que les formules d'6volution 

plastique correspondent au stade d'&volution des -6tés qu'elles tentent de refl&er.-. 

-And& Paradis, Editonal, Vie des Arts, Numéro du dixihne anniversaire, printemps 1966 

La revue \Te des Arts affiche un part* pris de darté. Eile fait oeuvre de vulgarisation en refusant la 

contamination par le vocabulaire @savant= ou celui que dictent les modes. 

-8emard LBvy, Éditoflai, Vie des Arts, Numéro du quarantibrne anniversaire, printemps 1996 

. . . un certain public qui ne demande qu 'à comprendre.. . 

The three citations above, each quoted frorn a Vie des Arts editorial at important 

junctures in the magazine's history, illustrate the coherence of the magazine's 

mandate over several decades. Frorn 1956 to the present, Vie des Arts has 

remained faithful to its original vision, which was essentially pedagog ical and 



anti-elitiçt. Over the forty years of the magazine's existence, the consensus at 

Vie des Arts has been that modem and contemporary art is 'difficult" and needs 

to be mediated in order to gain public acceptance. From 'l'heure où le fossée 

se creuse" in 1956, to the need to 'défricher son langagen in 1966 and the 

refusal of 'la contamination par le vocabulaire asavant-' in 1996, Vie des Arts 

has defended contemporary art as a viable and necessary contribution to the 

rnainstream in a democratic Society. tt has held ont0 the humanist ideology that 

fostered its emergence, and fought through the years for the acceptance of the 

visual arts by the general public. 

This viewpoint has, however, over time, served different agendas in the attempt 

to interpret the role of art in Society. From 1956 to 1966, a period encompassing 

Quebec's Quiet Revolution and the triumph of liberal politics, the Lesage 

government's recognition of rnodernism in art as a representation of its own 

progressive agenda resulted in the creation of the Ministère des Affaires 

culturelles in 1961 and the Musée d'art contemporain de Montréal in 1964. In 

the context of these developments, Vie des Arts' educational function mirrored a 

politics of rnodemity which saw state intervention in cultural matters as an 

essential strategy in the progression towards full modernity. Nationalism, the 

corollary to Quebec society's accession to modemity. aiso influenced Vie des 

Art's role, especially in the earlier years of the decade when the magazine 

ernphasized the conservation of the patrimoine qu6becois in its pages and 

qualified art as instrumental in defining Quebec's identity. 



By 1966, the '%lifficulV of modem art was HiIl an assumption around which Vie 

des Arts could articulate its mandate. The context for its pedagogical mission, 

however, had been altered by shifts in the political and social climates. As 

Quebec society opened outward under Liberal leadership, its cultural milieu 

embraced an internationalist view of the arts which included Canadian art 

beyond Quebec's borders. In the fall of 1966, Vie des Arts devoted an entire 

issue to contemporary painting in Canada, wiai major articles describing the 

state of painting region by region, including the Atlantic provinces, the Prairies, 

Toronto and British Columbia, with several articles on painting in Quebec. l l 

The advent of Expo 67 in Montreal, wtiich would act as a symbol of Canadian- 

style internationalist humanism, was alço a testament to Quebec's accession to 

modernity. In a setting which mirrored the devotion to progress by which the 

modem world çought to describe itself, the world's fair offered a celebration of 

international art and architecture and, conversely, was the vehicle by which 

Canadian art was brought to the international community on a major sale. This 

manifestation of openness and intemationaiism. and the built-in accessibility to 

the public which characterized events of this magnitude, was heartily embraced 

Il4 Mdes on Canadian painting listeci in the Table of Contents of vol. 11 no. 44 (1 966) are as 
follows: "L'Age nouveau de la peinture canadienne" by Jean-RenB Ostiguy; "L'Art des provinces 
de l'Atlantique: Variations sans Wme" by Louise Rombout; 'A l'origine de l'explosion picturale 
au Québec" by Jacques folch-Ribas; "G6n6ration 1950-60" by Guy Robert; l e  dynamisme des 
Plasticiens de Montréal" by Femande Saint-Martin; 'Montréai aujourd'hui" by Yves Robillard; "L'art 
nouveau des jeunes peintres de Montr6aln by Claude Jasmin; 'Le renouveau de la peinture à 
Toronto" by Paul Dumas; Trois peintres torontois" by Arnold Rockman; "Les Prairies" by Andrée 
Parach; 'La peinture 8 Winnipeg" by Illi-Maria Harff; "Les peintres de la Colombie-Britannique et 
leur environnement" by Jacques de Roussan. In addition, the magazine published its regular 
columns and reviews, Mnging the total of pages to well over 100, the fargest issue in the 
magazine's first decade. 



by Vie des Arts, where concem for the acceptance of the visual arts into 

rnainstream culture had always been a main priority on the agenda. Andrée 

Paradis' view of art as a catalyst in sewing to describe social change and 

progres (as quoted above) addresses a broad vision indeed of art's role in 

society - a role which would deflect the notion of borders and insular 

nationaIisrn. 

Thirty years later, Bernard Levy. in Vie des Arts' fortieth anniversary issue. re- 

iterated the magazine's educational mandate. However, the tone has changed 

from a desire for broad inclusion to aggressive anti-elitism. In the wake of the 

post-modem fragmentation of the visual arts into a multiplicity of theory-based 

disciplines (and the subsequent proliferation of specialized publications), Levy 

claims c l am and plain language as the primary vehicles with which to bring 

about the inscription of contemporary art within the ever-growing spectrurn of 

m a s  culture. Vie des Arts' current battle. it would seem. is no longer played out 

againçt a canvas inspired by political or çocietal concerns. but rather on the 

ideologicaf site of cultural ownership. 

The end of an era 

8y 1966. at the end of Vie des Arts' first decade, Quebec's projet de modernité 

and modemism in art would be perceived as having reached a modicurn of 

closure as new forces gathered strength. The modemitylmodernism axis is 



remarkable in the Quebec cuntext because of its compressed nature: just as 

Quebec's societal transformation was reaching its culmination, modemism in art 

was beginning to lose momentum. The point of intersection of these two 

manifestations - Quebec's accession to modemity and the final floufish of high 

rnodemism - occurred in the adoption of high modernism as political currency 

by the Quebec govemment during the early 1960s. Vie des Arts' first ten years 

of publication stand as testimony to the substance and impact of these events, 

which it interpreted for its readers through the double filter of modemity and 

modernism. 

While Vie des Arts' synergy with the events of the decade is confirmed. the 

question arises as to where the magazine's absorption and reflection of the 

political and cultural context ends and its contribution to it begins. The answer 

resides in the acceptance of media as conductor, or, on the other hand, to 

paraphrase McLuhan's sixties aphorism, in the transformation of media into the 

message itself. Vie des Arts' impact can only be assessed through the 

speculative window of art history and the degree of importance given not only to 

art but aiso to its interpretation. Vie des Arts represented art as a deteminant in 

the course of society, and stood for the democratization of culture at a time 

when culture in Quebec was perceived to be the exclusive concem of a minority 

elite. For this it can be viewed as progressive in its vision. regardles of its 

positions on artistic trends. ft cm then be said that Vie des Arts. at least during 

its first ten years. constituted a sign for rnodemist values. In a broader sense, 



the decade which saw the emergence of Me des Arts stands as a cultural 

juncture with important repercussions. The period was one of change and 

transition which in its later years ushered in posmiodemisrn in art and culture. 

Pinpointing the exact events surrounding this passage is problematic, but it has 

been acknowledge that the cultural transition, in North Amencan tetms, began 

as eariy as the late 1950s and early 1960s. CuRural theoflst Fredric Jameçon 

descn'bed these years as the extinction of modernism, with a "final, 

extraordinary flowering of a high modemist impulse which is spent and 

exhausted with them". Postmodemism brought the "emergence of new kinds of 

texts infused with the forms, categories, and contents of that very culture 

industry so passionately denounced by the ideologues of the rnoderr~.""~ 

For Vie des Arts, the approach of cultural postmodemism would signal a 

detournemen t of the artistic milieu from the pedagog ical aspirations R espoused 

durhg the 1950s. In accepting both pst-war modemist ideology and Quebec's 

projet de soci&té, Vie des Arts had embraced an egalitarian (as in participatory 

democracy) and progressive view of art which, as applied within the parameters 

of Quebec, served to build cultural identity. Culturally, the mid-sixties can be 

seen as the public triumph of these aspirations: the state had endorsed 

modernist art by granting its financial support; Expo 67 reflected Quebec's 

internationalist outlook; and Quebec culture was validated through the 

acknowledged contribution of its visual artiçts to the advancement of painting. 

'" hedric Jarneson. Postrnodemism. or. the Culhiral Loaic of Late Caoitalisrn (Dufiam: Duke 



These achievements, however, redefined the prerogatives of the art magazine 

in Quebec. In a culture now aware of its identity, the artistic milieu sought, on 

the one hand, an even larger playing field by seeking full participation in the 

international arena and, on the other, shortened its reach by confining its 

dismurse to those who shared its particular vision. By 1975. the magazine 

Parachute would embody these tendencies: devoted to 'l'art de recherche" and 

positioning itself as 'rév6lateur d'idéologies contemporainesn. Ït sought to 

distance itself from the pedagogical mandate of publications such as Vie des 

Arts. Parachute would not seek out the general public. but would rather - 
address a srnaller readership of international art specialists.'16 Similarly, The 

Journal of Canadian Art HistorvlAnnales d'histoire de l'art canadien, which had 

appeared in 1974. would "provide a forum for the investigation and analysis of 

issues in the discipline", devoting itself exclusively to Canadian art using art 

historical rneth~dologies.~~~ As well, art in Quebec no longer needed to be 

validated or defended as much as Ït needed to be shown; as such, the 

educational mandate of the visual arts publication was espoused by the 

museum network. which in itç tum sought to forge links with the public.118 

University Press, 1 992). p. 2 
'16 Fortin. Passaae de la modemit& Les intellectuels au6bécois et leurs revues, p. 214. 
'17 Sandra Paikowsky, 'A Schdariy Journal of Our Own." ACS Bulletin AEC. vol. 18, no. 2-3 
(Sumrner-Fall1996). p. 16. 
'la Fortin. p. 215. 



This, of course, did not preclude Vie des Arts' suwival: the magazine continues 

regular publication to this day. Nor has its mandate to bridge the gap between 

art, arüsts and the general public been altered. However, its sphere of influence 

stands diminished: the general public is no longer viewed as the most 

desirable conquest. but rather represents only one facet of a fragmented 

audience. 
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de Paris. 

0 et aussi des orgues HAMMOND 
de dputation mondiale 

f 
Pour muta h a n d a  de rrnzcignunents prière dt s'abcucr h 

f WiLLIS & CO. LIMITED 

LES ATELIERS 

SAINT-GRÉGOIRE 
de 

L'aptolar liturgique 

Ccnvc dt diffusion titurgiquc et d'art 
rcligÏiux. - l i v m  liturgjqua a grha- 
riens. - Disqua de chrini grégorien.- 
Objets dhrt-Ilmgl!s. 

452 est. bgauchctitrc 
Montréal - BE- 6 198 

Plate 2 Advertisement page, issue no. 1, p. 37, JanuaryiFebruary 1956 



Plate 3 

Elle a suari.. . 

Advertiîsement for Cie. Gbnérale Transatlantique, inside cover, issue no. 32, fall 

1963 



Plate 4 Advertiçernent for Imprimerie Pierre Des Marais, issue no. 6, spn'ng 1957, p. 3 

93 



Plate 5 Advertisement for lrnprirnerie Pierre Des Marais. issue no. 7, sumrner 1957, p. 3 

94 



Plate 6 Aduerasement for Imprimerie Pierre Des Marais. issue no. 13. Christmas 1958. p. 2 



Plate 7 Advertisement for lmpnrnerie Pierre Des Marais, issue no. 30, sprhg 1963, p. 12 

96 



Plate 8 Tiile pages, 'L'illusion optique de l'Op Artn by Femande Saint-Martin, issue no. 

39, summer 1965, p. 28-29 



Aux Ateliers de lithographie Desjobert 

Plate 9 Tale pages, u A ~  Ateliers de lithographie Desjobert" by Roland GiguBre, issue 

no. 17, Christmas 1959, p. 4041 



Plate1 O Front cover, issue no. 21, Christmas 196û 



Plate Il Front cover, issue no. 37, Christmas 1964 



promenade 

BRUXELLES 

Plate 12 Title pages, "Promenade à l'Exposition de &uxellesn by Raymonde-Marie Léger, 

issue no. 1 1, summer 1958, p. 6-7 



Plate 13 

'I VIE DES ! 

Front covers of issues nos. 1 (JanuarylFebruary 1956), 42 (spring 1966, Tenth 

anniversary) ancl 162 (spring 1998, 401h anniversary). The cover of issue 41 

depicts the house discussed in the article Saint-Sauveurdes-Monts, une 

résidence classique dans la nature sauvage" by daude Beaulieu; the mver of 

issue 1 62 shows a montage of Vie des Arts covers. 
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